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jlOLLAND, MICHIGAJfoJANUAKY
BENJAMIN VAN ANROOY PASSED
PERSONAL.
AWAY.
After visiting for a few weeks with
Benjamin Van Anrooy died on Mon- his brother and sister, S. C. Lapish and
day at hla homo la Cleveland, Ohio,
'“^veland, Ohio, Mrs. j.
J. Baldwin, James
Janies Lapish and
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Uapids, but the past two years and a half
had been spent in Cleveland.He took a
I'rominent part in church matters and

was one of the trustees of the First
Presbyterian church of Cleveland.
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Agnew

followngdirectors wore elecu d: A. .1.
Jehu C. Behm, Clms. I’archart, ;
Tbdoloro Losslon, Chus K.-hm, M.
KaMieriM ur.d August Hoerich. Tile
dirMtrs elected A. J. Knight presi-

L. S.

John Gosling visited friends
Kapids this week.

in

Grand

(

and P. H. Me Bride were elected direc-

Vaa VoorM.
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and called on old friends Tuesday. He

tors. The directors elected D. B. K.

of
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4*|0b Jfcrke*feafGrand Utaidi
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C. A. Stephens,Alice
Brown. Jack London, H. S. Canlield,
Chicago Wednesday
Margaret Johnson, .Ed ward W. Thom-

son, Carroll W. Rankin, May Roberts
Lev. D. G. Kulgb Juft Wednesday on Clark, Sarah Orne Jewett. Margaret
siblc but it is very probable that two or
his way to Amoy, China, after visiting
Sangster, Marshall Saunders and Sarah
more good men will be secured from
A Little Hoy. Life ShvimI.
bis parents, Mr. and Mrs. P. Do Vries, Barnwell Elliott.
outside who will locate here permanI have a few words to say regarding
for a few weeks.
A full announcement of the current
ently. Holland promises tj have one
Chamberlain's Cough Itemedy. It saved
Attorney A. Visscber was in Grand volume will he sent to any address on
of the best amateur Warns in the state.
my little boy’s life and I feel that I canrequest.
Kapids Wednesday on business.
not praise it enough. 1 bought a bottle
The Youth’s Companion,
RENTED PEWS.
Br. H. Bos of Fillmore was hero on
of it from A. E. Steere of Goodwin, S.
195
Columbus
Boston, Muss.
The annual pew rental at the Third businessTuesday.
D., and when I got home with it the
Reformed church took piece Monday
Misses Minnie and Anna Nykcrk and
poor baby could hardly breathe. I gave

ADDITIONAL LOCAL.
evening. There was, as usual, a good
Mary Looman visited friends in Fill
Major Scranton Circle will meet this
attendance. The matter of building a more Wednesday.
utes until he “threw up” and then I
afternoon at K of P. hall to install
chapel was also discu sed and it was
thought sure be was going to choke to
John Pessink wasat the county seat ofllcers.
left to & committeecomposedof Messrs.
on business Tuesday.
death. We had to pull the phlegm out
List of advertised letters at the HolIsaac Cappon, Herman Van Ark, Nick
of his mouth in great long strings. I
II. iakkeo. the vehicledealer, was in
land
(fostotliice
for the weekending Jan.
i takken, J' rank Bos and George Dalam positivethat if I had not got that man.
Grand Haven on business Wednesday. IT: D. Duchune, Elena M. Koss, J. s.
bottle of cough medicine, my boy would
Mr. and Mrs. J. II. Den Herder visSeimer, Grace Smith, Mrs. Fred Van
ited at Zeeland Wednesday.
not be on earth today.-JoclDomont,
Dine.
PINCREE'S LAST TASK
Inwood, Iowa. For sals by H. Walsh,
K
X.
Jonkman,
superintendent
at
the
On the Allegan branch of the Pero
The last literary work in which the
Holland; Van Bree .t Son, Zeeland.
Holland furniturefactory,attended the Marquette, the local freight which forlate Governor Pingree was engaged
was largely a labor of love. It was the furniture exposition at Grand Kapids merly lelt the“Y” at 10:30 a. m. fo AlWednesday.
Buy your Fountain Pens of C. A. Ste
legan, ha* been discontinued until furstory of the Boera. While the
, , ,
venson, the Jeweler.
Kobt. Kremers left for Salt Lake ther notice.
was in London in February of last year Ci ; n' r‘'n,,'7 eft 0r Salt
be became so interested in th,
yesterday after visiting his
C. St. Clair, who secured first premBrink F. M. C. Coffees.
tragedy of .South Africa
^
H Demers
ium on his Mammoth Bronz- gobbler
K-pre.sentativoLuke Lugers attend- ,7 i V
termined to view itat first hand and
Luge,'rt alt^dthe annual meetin.of
v„.
U,“
U» three
l imlH Way To I,iv« Lonjf.
give the American people his impres- L,t
,naet,,,&°I the Allegan & bird* of that variety, the finest that
‘ Ottawa Mutual Insurance Co., at Alle- can be bought.
The startlingannouncementof a discovery that will surely lengthen life is
ge trip to the Boer republic* fo).
J'^terday.
James L. Fairbanks of Fillmore towumade by editor O. II. Downey, of Cbulowed
and
Mr.
Pingree
went
at
his
ta-k
A' Knooihuizenand Miss Mag- iliipund M. Van Loo of Zeeland, were
rubusco, led. "I wish to state,” be
writes, ••that Dr. King’s New Discovery with his customarynervous energy and "ic* ' ari ^“tten visited friendsat Grand among the directors elected at the anfor Consumptionis the most infallible directness.He interviewedthe 'chief ri!,'idtf.y,!styr<lll>'nual meeting of the Citizens’ Mutual
remedy that i have ever known for
Mrs. 'Thos. Hoven and daughtervi.*itactors in the great drama, tramped over
Fire
Insurance Co of Kent, Allegan and
Coughs, Golds and Grip. It’s invalulitlftlaffiiilflk? .1
. <
able to iieoplc with weak lungs. Hav- battlefieldsand tbumbed dix'uments. ed friendsIn Grand Kapids this week. Ottawa counties held at Grand Kapids
ing this wonderful medicine no one need Wben he sailed from Africa be had colMrs. H. J. Luldensand Mrs. Maurice a few days ago. 'The company has bud
dread Pneumonia or Consumption. It* lected much valuable material, and the
Luidens visited in G^and Rapid* yester- a prosperous year.
relief is instant and cure certain.”H
month's voyage from Durban to Mar- day.
J* Bykema, of Holland, a supervisor
Walsh guarantees every 50c and $1.00
seille* was spent preparing it for publiGeo. J. Lubbers and daughter Adeiiu of Ottawa county, returned home yesbottle, and sells trial bottles at 10c.
cation. Then came bis fatal illnessin of Fremont are visiting bis mother, terday afternoon after a brief visit at
Buy your Fountain Pens of C. A. Ste- 1-ondon, and the mamiscript has been Mrs. J. Lubbers, at 254 River street.
the home of his daughter, Mrs. N.
venson, the Jeweler.
stewed away in bis libraryuntil recentVandeu Bolt. He was accompaniedby
ly when Eli Sutton, his literary execThe large resort and summer garden his daughter, Mi&s Frances Bykema,
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Jf,? ,a™.i™nmls arc devolintr much space lately to a new discovery for making hens lay called

Rod Albumen.

U e are prepared to supply

it

in any

quantity. We

also carry the

purest grade of Red and Black
Pepper at
reasonable prices.
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We express our sincere thanks to the Probabilityit would be finished next was down, every ear was on time, makto be stingy and it is altogether likely
dummy>f would
also he
-------...,u.u OIOIS
ISC put ing 18 round trips a day between Holthat none of the improvement*in Mich- many friend* and neighbor* who so summer. A
iffan waters
u-Mtaavu ..... ...
........
kindly,a'd«d
aided usl*. on
oa*asion
of the
----— • trips every
'
igan
,0 Mich' TltnAfa
#kiodly
“n the
tbe "occasion
the on
andJ make
two
hou»s be- land and Grand Kapids. Patrons ol the
. i
i ,
P^vUetl for in the bill that funeral of our beloved son and brother
failed last session will bo overlooked Mk* and m,w- Bktek Van Aniiooy tween Grand Rapids, Holland and Ot- Saugatuckand Park line arc no doubt
nor will any be reduced. Tie
and children. tawa Beach. There will be a sharp greatly pleased with the large heated
Mk. and Mils. A. Steketee
light oeiween
between tne
the steam road and tbe
the car
Carriers”
association
has
agent*
to
see
Ugov
car which
which has
has been put on. The cars
cars
,
ag^nt* to see
and children.
that the lakes do not get the worot of 1.
^electric
road
for
the
passenger
business
for
Saugatuck
do not goto the park
Jun. 17, 1902.
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I but connect at the junction.
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the balance of our (jents’ Grey-Mixed Underwear-thc reul.ir -ac kind— during- one hour for 12^c each At this

the

which Mr Fredericks has built at Port who has been spending a week here.—
A full line of blank books for ofliee ter the finishingtouches.
Sheldon
will be opened early in the Muskegon Chronicle.
and other use, at S. A. Martin’s Drug
Keen Interestwill be fdt in Hazcn S. spring. It j* confidential Jy believed
and Book Store.
Mrs. Wm. Huttemley died at her
Pingree’s last message to the American that it will be largely patronizedby
home 215 West Fourteenth street. She
Buy your Fountain Pens of C. A. Ste- people and The Press is glad to be able
Chicaga people. Mr. Fredericks invenson, the Jeweler.
had been ill with cancer for some time.
to announce that it has secured the pub tends to have his patron* come via
She was 38 years old and leaves a husiication rights for Western Michigan. Grand Haven. Now if we only had a
SAUCATUCK WAS REPRESENTED.
band and four children.The funeral
“The Story of the Boers” will begin in trolley line from here to Port Sheldon.
takes place Saturday at 1:30 p. m. from
Washington, D.C., Jan. 14.— Except- next
“e** Saturday’s
oaiuruay s Press,
mss. No matter —Grand Haven Tribune.
the house and at 2 o'clock from the M.
mg Saugatuck, not a single juicmgai
Michigan |v!,ethcrUle «*eader agrees with the
In speaking with a gentleman who is E. church, Rev. Adam Clark olllciating.
---vouiiui, WVOIO
port, where river and
and harbor improve
Improve- ! --admiring the vivid, trenchant style and supposed to know, he stated that the
ments are under way or contemplated,
Tbe cars on the 0. R. H. &i L. M.
ban applied for a date to present its a Bpad^^6 fra,lk,lebBIn oallinga spade double tracking of the Peru Marquette electric line are making a good record.
railway between Holland and Grand For the past week or more, except last
claims to the river and harbor commitCAKD
...... or THANK*.
Kapids would be a certainty, in all Saturday night when the trolley wire
tee- Still the committee is not inclined
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cheap you will surely miss a g-ood
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volume
is now in business in Grand Kapids,
Van Raalto, president;A. Van. Putten,
for 1902 The Youth’s Companion is to
H. D. Poelukker,one of Over! sol’s
vice-president;
C. Ver Schure cashier
publish between two hundred and three
well
known residents,was hereon busiand Otto P. Kramer assistantcashier.
hundred good stories. Four series of
ness Tuesday.
Thu stockholders of the First State
stories of exceptional intere.it are,
H. W. Wykhuizeo, the jeweler, vis- “I ales <»f a Deep-Sea Diver,” ‘-Tab * of
Bank met Tuesday and re elected diited
friendsin Grand Kupids Saturday
rectors us follows:Isaac Cappon, J. \V.
a Circus Hand,” “Tales of a Mtestesippi
Beardslee, Henry Krcoicie, G. J. KolMrs G *o. Baker and Mrs. M. Dyke- Pilot,” and “Tales of an Indian Agi nt.”
len. J. \V. Bosnian, J. W. Gai voiink, ,ua v,sllL‘tlBit nds in Grand Kupids There are four stories in each group.
G. \\ . Mokina, G. J. Dfekema and Isaac Wednesday.
Among the contributor* of llctlou
Marsilje.Ollleers will be elected TuesJacob Lokkor, of the clothing Jirra during 1!»)2 are Annie Fellows John
day.
Lokker-KutgersCo., was at the county stun. *vu Wilder Brodhead,Arthur E.
Mel1 aria ne. Homer Greene, Ellsworth
seat on busitiess Wednesday.
HOLLAND WILL HAVE A STRONG

wSig
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In the lifty-two is.-uos of Its

J Tuesday evening, it was decided to put
J. C. Post wa*
a strong' team in the field next season. on business.

ItK A

^

MISS 8CHAAP DEAD.

On Tuesday Miss Hattie Schaap died
at l^er home at Zeeland, aged 25 years.
Kichard Ovcrweg was in Fillmore
Shobad been ill with consumption for
Center Tuesday on business.
a lopg time. Her sister Kate died lust
Representative Luke Lugers was lr.
year of the same disease. An aged faAllegan Tuesday on business.
ther, Cornelius Schaap, three sisters,
Mrs C. L. Stillman wont to Cbicatro Mrs, Henry Sobepors, and Mrs. Jacob

*

ONE HOUR.

hold a few days ago, the

D

klaasen, W. B. Grillin, M.

TEAM.

ItKM A

FOR

ACNEW CREAMERY,

Atjlu! annual meeting of the

At a meeting of the directors of thei speodtug’a
of days
a couple
couj!ra
days witlirdative^
witi^liveS
McCracken,
Holland Base Ball Associationheld in this city and in Zeeland.

ETenlnv* by Apitoimiucnt
Ottawa i'boue 83.

I

hatTjb be enlarged, more machinery'
bought and experiencewas needed.
Thf plant will lie enlarged.

Sprletsmu enter- l->,93pnundsof butter was inanufactur^l The sum of $2,255.03 was paid
tained W. G. Sanford and wife of Joliet,
to
patrons. Thu creamery has good
HI , for a few days.
raafagemeut and will no doubt prove a
Uov. C. H. Dubbink was in Allegan
succeis.
Monday.

Mrs

vj

Big Sale!

Hustings Industrial

Zeeland and Mrs. Sam
D. H. Clark, the nurseryman,attend- Pas, of Thule, S D , and four brothers,
ed the fruitgrowers’ meeting at Grand Peter. of Orange City, Iowa, Otto and
Kapids Tuesday.
Arik of Thule, S. D., and Cornie of
Zeeltnd, mourn her departure.
Bozierof Grand Kapids. former!y of this city, was here on business

the Holland City State Hank on Tuesday, D. B. K. Van Haul

10 *3

Co.;M(l furnisheda plant not at alh

Mr. and Mrs. George Nauta of Grand socAJtnryand munuger. There was reKapids, visited iiis parents, Copt, and eoltejj at the creamery during the past
Mrs. Nauta, this week.
.lxj»onths280,t«Bpou„osof
milk and
Mr. and

1

showed that the Hrst year was
-—JiccesB, tlio company being in
deliver $2,000. This was partly duo

!

Tuesday.

At a meeting of the stockholders of

S. A.

in

%%%%%%%%%

J*

NO.

Jew days ago, the report of the

turned home Monday after visiting rel- deqtA|) C. Behm vice president, Chus.
K':vatives here for a few days.
Bo|in treasurer,and August Hoerich

!

.

Brink, was

John Westmaus of Muskegon,re-

H. E. Dusker and at 12:30 u. ra. from
the Van Anrooy homestead where Kev.
K'-izer of Gruafsehap olliciuted.The
j remains were interred in the Graafschap cemetery. The funeral was largely attended, many being present
from Grand Kupids, Kalamazoo, CoopDam
. . I
...
ersville, Beavurdam and other outside
towns. Deceased formerly resided here
and later had for a number of years
been engaged in business in Grand
Dr.

.... ^.1

|

3

were conducted by

the services

|

&

Grand Kupids on business Saturday.

^

u!l'

from the bteketce hoim.*, corner of
ter quality made, oxcc|.t solid silver. Ninth street end Culleae avenue, whore
*u.,

WAS NOT A SUCCESSmeeting of the Ganges Canning

wa8 lhc son ! a line of rafting tugs, plying between

n,r8‘ ?1t0r ,Vu?
Superior and Green Bay.
siding u mile south of the city. He
Mr. and Mrs. C. Nivison left for Mus
leaves a widow, his parents, five
kogon Saturdayto visit their daughter,
Monday morning, Jan. 20,
brothers, John, Jacob and (Jerrit of
Mrs. C. Konger.
We will place on sale this city. Abraham who is at home, and
John Stogoman of New Groningen
an elegant four -piece silver tea Fred a travollingman,and three sisters,
was
in town on business Tuesday.
Mrs. Ed Plaggorman and Mrs. M. (J.
or coffee set at the regular price of
Man ting of this city, and Miss Lizzie
Mrs. J. Elferdink and son, Stanley,
$25.00 and will cut the price $1.00
wu'/inni,
Klferdinldsinother at
who
is at iiuiiiu.
home. nu
He was
was mameu
married to vifited Mrs. dih
each day until sold. It is one of Mary Steketee, a duuglit<Ma of Mr.
week.
the best designs made; bright fin- Mrs. A. Stekctceof this city. The re'
' Bert Slagb, of the wall paper and
!

.

to

17, 1002.
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STREET.

Potatoes, Spani„h Onions, Cranberrie*Malaga

i

wimot bros!

HON. KOBRKT C. I»R«WN,

How to loi»ro%oo Mow.
When a savory stew Is made aua OaaUr
Aft®

•ur! A.WA
m.

Ci.

County

Times.

lu lira Htrav. First ,U» Kct» 1<«
..... .. whirl, ore fried In butter.
then sliinxil Into the new. They ml • S Court for the Southern District of
gle with the gravy richly; and are deli- Illinois He was born in 1850,
worked Ids way it) the top simply by
cious to eat.
_
force of application,energy and good
common sense. After working several
How to Moko iola* Dresslo*.
as a blacksmith, h« studied law at
A very simple salad dressing Is made
night and was admitted to the ^^1“
by taking three eggs and beating them 1W»4 He Is a prominent member of the
very light; add one tablespoonful of Knivht's of Pythias, the E ks and Modsalt, a pinch of red jiewier, half a salt- ran Woodmun- Fabruray20, 1001, he
spoonful of mustard, made smooth in a
little water, and lastly three or four ta- "'pe'priatrapCo.. Dear Sir, -From
blcspoonfulsof rich, sweet cream. This ra refill and mrled experlerara t dralw

.iiiiill

....

fUH, VAVEXLY BLOCK, B1GHTHST. “Com King” Unablt

to Meet Hi*
Margins on the Chicago
Board of Trade.

4 ;«»(Iih1qk lUic«m»d<fcao»P 00

AppHoUon
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„ »f stair Iirra.1amt cut, t 'ara Into

W,
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XHB CAUSE

IS A

SLUMP

_

W BTE

frieO to DlBi»o*e of the Grain Outaide
the IMt, but Failed— Efltect

WM

of Collapse.

I is

*

western Illinois.

the housewife try the rich effect of sip-

MASTiyO. PubUsher.

•M*.1 FiM»r.

r

the Most Prominent Men In South-

there are bits of bread to dispose of, let

fit Various Breeds aad Coudltloos

p0"\he^'P *

_

a particularlynice dressing for pota-

to salad.

CATTLE FOR BEEF.

__

______

_

How

to Fry Hon.
Slice the ham the night before; trim
neatly, leaving a narrow border of fat.
Cover each slice with a cup of cold water lu which a tablespoonful of sugar
has been dissolved. This softens and
freshens the meat and gives It a fine
flavor. Wipe the slices dry before put-

llaH
;
r

in nanv resincts equal to the services
Lf
physicians.I b®ve
it
as a tonic after severe illness and aa a

Sen

u^d

• •
>*
trade calling for the closing of all open
Btreoglbenerfor the «tom»ch and dh
deals with George H. Phillips, the f gestiveorgana. In one case n pa‘l'^u
mer "corn king.’1 A heavy call for
lar it was of inestimable value in my
extra margins Is said to have been ti e
household, and it is with pleasure that
1 testify as to its worth as a household
cause of the posting of the notice.The
remedy. Yours respectfully. K.
call was made the previous afternoo
Brown, Representative 48th Senatorial
and
Phillips and his staff worked, all
when the prices of beef are relatively
District, Sparta.
,
.
ting them Into the frying lain.
over the firm’s books. The trouhigh a greater profit can be obtained
Dr. CaldweirsByrnpPepsin and Hern
ble Is said to have been due to a .
from cattle kept for milk or for milk
(<*‘XHtivuO.mpiilindis sold by H.
How to «et Fnt.
and meat than for meat only. But the cents* break In rye. Phillips Is editIf you want t«> get fnt. do not take Walsb, In fiOc and $1.00 bott^-s.
foct remains, says Prairie Farmer, ed with holding a line ot
too much exercise and go on a diet m
that even on some farms, if cattle are bushels of this cereal, mostly In May
Huy your Fountain Pens of C. A Ste•t
sugars, fat meat and starchy foot.
options. The break was caused by a
to be grown at all. they must be grown
Take plenty of afternoon naps: in fact, venson, the Jeweler.
nale of nn.OUO bushels.Phillips Is said
for meat production only. The condiHlocp as much us possible. Brink plento have on his books also from LOW.*'
tions that relate to labor ore such that
Nnillh*- Itroiiclilal Tabtetto .Vow UN mi bushels of May wheat
ty of water at meals. Eat all you can
con, cannot lie milked nor ran the and about h.ObO.OOO bushels of M»>
of bread and butter and potatoes.Avoid
May be employed for too alleviation
T
ESTRADA
PALMA,
CUBA’S
FIRST
PRESIDENT.
milk be cared for In the best fashion,
T. KBinAVA
......j.i. “It aimll be my nira
of Bronchitis.Coughs. Colds and like
corn.
When told that Mseleetigi
!|,l U.!h'd
gome of these have large pastures,and
Failed to N**otlate.
maladies of the Throat and Lungs 30
to «tn*nicthen
the fnendly ff^lliWohkh
. i „;*. .| Smien lin y owe « gn-at debt of
Phillips opened negotiationswith elon others the pasture Is limited, alHow to Core Mek llendnclie.
tablets10 cents.
of
cab.
evator
men
before
the
opening
of
the
though other food Is grown In great
Ice or Ice cold water applied to the
CHAB D. SMITH, Druggist,
abundance.Under these conditions board of trade in an endeavor to d s“05 River St., Holland, Mien.
back of the neck and base of the brain
pent s year in a Spanlah
which bred should be kept? hour poso of his rye outside the pit. he
Is a recently discovered and excellent
negotiationsfell through and May rjt,
breeds will fill the bill reasonably well,
means of relief for nausea and sick
Huy Th« Best
which closed the previous day at hbj4
but not equally well. These are the cents, opened with sales from
C0TJ3HE53
III
EEIE?
headache.
to
Before
you
buy get my terms on Pi*
LABOR STRUGGLE SETTLED
Shorthorn, Hereford, Abordeen-Angus W cents! The whole Phillips line was
.Dra1Or|!,n,a,id^tneM,rhlm,.
How
to
acent
Linens.
and Galloway. Under the conditions dumped on the market. Brokers act- Civic FederationCmm.lll**of IWHJ-S** gynop.l-»r the I’mrc-.lh.K- In U.c Senate
Arrowroottied In a thick cotton rag
UoafftH It- Flr-t
and tl»first named-that Is. when the areas of ing for Armour A- Co., however, bought
Singer Agent.
and
boiled with linens and cottons ImNew York. Jan. 10.— A virtual set- Washington. Jim. U—
•
pasture are large and of cultivated nearlv all of It and the market in ecu324 Central Ave. \
parts an odor to them that Is pleasing.
N.
All kinds of needles and atland-small Galloways will probably sequence rallied rapidly to ik. cents.
tlcmont of tin. hlttra
uu'»"ii:
The effect of the notice posted b> abortra hour, whirl, ha, bran
tachments
4«l
fill the bill better than the others.
rranminltted
Secretary Stone was Instantaneous,
Especially will this be true where the
between tbe garment cutters and the }^' ^|liaJH.llt;(.,lhUS bureau bill with
WWit vou doin’ neighbor? Helping
the whole list opening off sharplyBill. What s Bill doin’? Helping Mananimals ore considerably exposed in
Wheat opened 1 to V/* cents lower; clothing manufacturersof the United ]|iKl}'(.iionKto add a civil service reBuy F. M. C. Coffees.
H'djd"!;1U(j adjourned to numdaj. riv W bat’s Msndy man
rough weather. The dams may be of corn Vi to 1 cent down, and oats near- states for months was reached yesteiMoth. .- W hat’s Mother do
aking
, ^ } (j ||tn u __Ul ti„. senate
mixed breeding, the sires being Gallo- lv 1 cent depressed. Mr. Phillips could day. The question involved about
fiiiv siciaiw.
iunesola called up tin* bill liiKiky MounlalnT. a hra.lblii [niiii ^
way The young animals would suck not he s«en following the announce- 000 men lu New York, Boston, I hila- N.r,
1
have
a
line
s'-nckof new Portland
r the establishment of a
their dams, and at eighteen months or meiit of the closing of his deals, tbut delphia.Chicago, St. Louis, Cincinnati. •| IT.
cutterand
two
seated cutters at very
I
if
uinmeree.
and
it
was
Syracuse.
Utica,
Rochester
and
Baltiat thirty months would be sold for members of his staff stated that he
reasonable prices. Give me a call.
length but without action, How to Wash Elderdoww Uallts.
more. The settlement was reached
fattening on farms where the neces- was still In good financialcondition.
H.TAKKKN,
through the medium of the committee Mm-eii iryduct 1 a resolutiondedar- Make a good lather of soap jelly
I>|,illl|>»
Slakes at Statement.
sary foods can be grown. High grade
East Eighth St.
of
thirty-sixappointedby the recent
;I|ted
States
owed
rceiproclty
(boiled soap) and warm water and add
Mr. Phillips gave out a statement,
lug the
^Galloways fatten well and produce
The Heplairn Nicaragua to it a littleborax or ammonia. Into
conference of the National Civic hed- to Cuba.
meat that is eagerly sought In good in part, as follows:
canal lull was n-celv.d and referred.
I’lHiio For Hale.
“The amount involved in m.v trou- oration In this city.
this put the quilt and knead it about;
markets. On the second class of farms
The
^..v United
- ..... - Garment Workers doHoar Introduced a resolution t«.i «m repeat the process in fresh suds if very
ble of today is about SiKM'no. My cusA
second
hand Boat d man & Gray
named the Aberdcen-Angus would tomers had their trades well margined manded an eight-hour day nearly
^ lti()n ,lf the Philippine situasquare
piano
for sale on easy terms for
soiled.
Then
rinse
all
the
soap
out
with
year
ago.
This
the
omployew
abso1
tio||
)iy
Sl.1(.(.t
.ominittee
«d
the
senprobably prove the most satisfactory sind If the trades closed out todaj brin„
two or three changes of water, shake (or cash. Enquire at 143 CentraUve.
yn executive session was h< d.
because of the excellence of the meat a fair price 1 can meet all my obliga- lately refusinl to grant, Insisting
nine
hours.
President Marks, of the
hollS(l pUt in the day on tlu> pen- ami hang out to dry. During the dryproduced. But when grown under tions. 1 was ‘long* about l.-ciui"'
inamifacturers’association, recwled
pipiiationbill without mt en. ing and afterward shake the quilt well
auch conditions the aim shduld be to rye 000,000 wheat and -100.000 coin
Ask for F. M. C. Coffees.
from his demands for a nine-hour da>.
!l.I1r0pri.,tos .^:«),Rtt5.48«. hist and it will be as full looking and soft
ami
oats.
Saturday
a
member
< f the
crow meat of the best quality. The
but
offered eight and one-half hour.. ^.,1j.,d year. Adjournment
voung animals should be pushed along beard interested in breaking the rye To this Secretary Wlilte
U is w.is*t;ik(1|l!|S ., llHirk of r, ..-ct w the as when new.
from birth and put upon the market market sent notices calling for nn ex- understoodthat the garment
.v of tll(> |.lh. iu.pi.: ntnti\c
tra maririn of 10 per cent, on rye. lb s
How to TlgUten Cane Seat*.
at from twenty-four to thirty months
will eontintie efforts to secure M
• f SolIt]lCarolina,
naturally caused selling orders Mom
Cane seats of chairs may be easily
They should never be allowed to stand dav. and the representativeof member hour dav. but that they will abandon
tightened by the use of hot water.
,U ideas of striking. The two
CS0KER HAS RE
still* In growth or to become loan in
mentioned, findingthe market bare of
TTn,., Financier «.f Turn the chalt* upside down and wash
flesh. This means that they must get orders, forced the market down .» lug ottlcials were brought together
the cane with very hot water, using a
..........
. was
................
«*“
This
done in a moment the
all the food they want and varied In .cents.
brush in the work. Soap may be
we are constantly giving
kind and whenever they need it. The «»<• "»•
Si: THUIK STBAMEE
l:,_itira,,,,-,l
(h^kra
trv!
caused
consternation
among
hold
If
needed
In
cleaning
the
cane.
Let
customers
tbe benefit of the
profit comes through the excellence of
SL Jo«-ph Residents Wltne» Mrauge anuounwd his retirement from t i« o
the meat product and the rgood price ers of rve contracts, many of whom
Fis-he- «f Light at NlghU
j,ial leadership of Tammany Hall
ra;.^^lr.'ua"^Vu
latest and beat improvements in
sold on a weak market. A decline of
It brings because of hlgb finish.
1 cent lu wheat, coupled with rumors
both the
reflecting on my strength, resulted to
Cowpeaa aad •orakam.
unhstrallyheavjr calls for margins. 1
was
July 3 I sowed broadcaston two was for the moment unpreparedand
BRAIN-FOOD NONSENSE.
te a question that many citizensare organization 'for the year
^
terra of (bin laml four bu.hel. of the only alternative
. ........ t left was ^
to close discussing. Alderman August Loef- agreed upon. Lewis Nixon was chosen
Another ridiculousfood fad has b-en
sorghum seed and one and one-hair
| iMlv,. no excuses to offer and
fler, accompanied by bred 'td!. while as Croker’s successor as tin* chairman branded by the most competent authorbushels of Whippoorwill cowpeas, bar- n0 coinpiai„tBto make ”
returning to their homes In South M. of the finance committee. This posi- ities. They have dispelled the sills
Career ot Philliprowed them in and rolled the ground,
Joseph about 12 o’clock at night, saw tion, by long usage, carrieswith it urn notion that one kind of food is needed
gays an Illinois farmer in Breeders
for brain, another for muscles, and si
several bright flashesout on Die lake leadership of the organization.
In announcing the name of Mxcn another for bones. A correct diet nil
Gazette. The season was dry. but they
on the Chicago steamer
made a good growth, and when pasture vears 1ms been such as to keep him Vail went to the edge of the bluff, for the chairmanshipof the finance not only nourish a particular part of
most of the time in the public eye. where he could get a clear view of the committee George M. Nan Hoesetb the b d v. but it will sustain every other
Our livery and funeral turnouts
got short this fall I had a lot of the
A clerk originallyfor one of the huge
president of the general r;,n,mitt‘‘* part. Y.-t, however
best feed 1 ever fed. We mowed it commission houses, he finally brain hed lake. He saw a bright illumination,
said the step was taken at the desire may be, it- nutriment is destroyed by are first-class.
with a mower and fed in racks to out as a broker and member of he followed by bright flashes us of flames
.....
You murt
We give you the best of service
extending
into
air.
Worses and cattle. We had some frosts board and In the early summer of l. tin
prepare, for their appearance «»' e?£.
a» lake ta,s
before it was cut, and we were told began to attractattention when It bev,nt th.-ir doing by taking regular as funeral directorsand embalm- ^
that frosted cane would kill stock, but came evident that he was engineering
ers.
tve fed corn fodder in the morning and a corner in corn. A young man. he had
Prompt attention at prices that
...
lions. A few doses «ids«•?
digestion,stimcane and peas in the evening till the the old-timersof the corn pit hatd up
auniust the wall before they realized
ulates
the
liver
to
healthy
acti.np
pu
istock got accustomedto it. then tilled
are right.
the fact and for months he had them
fles the blood, and makes you feel buoythe rack, and they ate all they wanted at his mercy, dominatingthe corn pit
ant and vigorous You can get Dr ^
without any ill effect.The stock show- at Ids pleasure and forcing the price
I’ollce.r.nn.flurdersHIh W
,iad n0 patronage.So you need never
G. Green’s tvlinb'.o remedies at Hi.bu
cd the greatest liking for tills of any up as lie saw tit.
Now York, Jan 14. — William Iv fpiir tj,e ,.flortsof men who leave its Walsh's diug -tore, lioiland, Midi.
Ennis, a Brooklyn policeman shot
, (;(..|UK(1tlloy wish to get positions.It
feed 1 have ever fed. and they improvAxiom liehl True.
Get Green’s Special Almanac
0f vourselvcs and .list rust of
But the axiom of the floor is that klllwl his wife and fatally wounded
ed rapidly while eating it.
.• mother. Mrs. Magee at Mrs.
whicli will hurt vojt.’
no man ever successfully ran a •corner" and got ..ut of it ^rol.v. and it
Buy your Fountain Pons of C A. B’o
Variety of Stock.
enson,
ti e Jeweb r.
turned
out
so
in
the
ease
of
1
hilbp.
.
policelna inia d sepa ra te')
tj^PEW AND BRIDE AT HOME
Licensed Embalmers.
Stock raising should includeall kinds
Careless bookkeeping and the fact •in.! Ind refused to support her. and
for the reason that “mixed stock,” inll.e had him arrestedrecently. H^ ! SenatorDcrlares for the I'lituinui timal ai
that some of Ids partners became sub18 West Ninth St., or call either
cluding sheep, gives the farmer more
soou a- He Lumt-.
SeDl.iraOut L'liutier.
merged with private deals resulted :u went to the house, and when
phone No. LI, day or night.
advantagesand permits of more eco- the firm’s asking for a receiver n Annomical use of food, says Wool Mat- gust. IDOl.
and tlie nira;^
atta.rs ...
".e «... , volv(,r ilU(i
eey M. l»epew
.....
ev.rvt iing in lumber, lath, N. B.— Chairs and tables rented
:‘aiHrtlii;’
Ilf .IIP
kets and Sheep. If the market
should
,nnv
nre i George II. I’liiUU* eompany
door ,,lirst it
"
Eim>l.e Sainrday mght
; (.o,,;;.. harness, wagons, etc.,
and delivered.
be low for cattle, good prices may
up sr„(, it was only recent hlR wif,-s bed rcK'tn
l °ne sh
hi st. Louis. The senator was
'
bje prices. Call on
vail for sheep, swine or horses,
Mr. Phillips started anew, back d ...
meived
her
|.u
ui>
r<.
at her. which pierced her
them for further particulars.
mother, who had heard the uproar.
...„! to Mrs. Ennis' room. Ennis tiled
i
one shot at her. and mortallly wounded
her He then left the house deciarin,.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN TEA
that he would kill himself.
that some animals reject will also
Made ®dy
I London Liberal A«*o«latlnnshow* HosHurt! Trouble for Dottle.
doe Co.,
utilized by others.
tility to the Former Premier.
keeps yo«i well. Our UM*
Chicago, Jan. lO.-Benjamiu F. Willmark cut
London. Jan. 14.-Thai the Liberal i-iins foruicrlv a school teacher In
‘•Some time ago my daughter caught party is not at all enthusiasticover the
..... . a follow.',-Of lira-.
tute. Aak your drugglaL
a severe cold. She complained of pains promised return of Urd Rosebery John Alexander Dowle, yesterday bem her chest and had a bad cough. 1 was amply demonstratedat the meet- gan suit In the circuitcourt of Cook

Best Salted to Each.
At the Minnesota Live Stock Breed*
era* associationmeeting Professor
fihaw In the paper that he read upon
the subject said that on a given area
of farming land it will be found that
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Rubbers

gave her Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy iu" of the London Liberal association count v for damages in the sum of
4:50000 against Dowie and others fot
according to directionsand in two days in St. James hall. Great things were alleged conspiracy to alienate his
expected from the meeting, as it was
she was well and able to go to school. I
known that the former leader of the Wife's affections. Williams says his
have used this remedy in my family for partv would demonstrate his intentions wife won’t live with him because he
refuses to pay tithes to Dowlt s enterthe past seven years and have never in a' letter.The letter was read, and
was
received in an astonishing mau- prises. _____
known it to tail,” says James Premierlt was cheered and jeered and
Ho«t (iciM-ralKilled,
gast, merchant, Annate •Bay, Jamaica, tier.
London. Jan. 14.-GeheralKitchener
1uks(m1
West India Islands. The pains in the
\nd not only did the audience throw reportsto the war office that it is pracuui that
..........
chest indicatedan approachingattack cold water on the Rosebery
aliy certain
the well-known and

on

f
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COLDS-COUGHS

,

Remember

,

That our rubbers arc

1

fittersmanufactured to-day.

! That

declnra-

pneumonia, which in this instance
was undoubtedlywarded off by Cham-

of

Cough Remedy.

I

lie

welcomed Lord Rosebery

“to

4or.»»t .

UTkiU^

.....

1

rubbers here.

but

depew.

i

1

_

_

•.

Golden Reliei
and Gough Honey

I

entertaining-

_

...

Safa. Bure, Certain.
IMtIL'K *5 CTN.

_

S,

A IIOTTLE.

.

All “COLDS” in any part of the body,
Colds in the head, Coughs, Bronchitis ^
and Pneumonia,Sore 1 hroat; all 1 hroat
and Lung Troubles.They are both

germicides.
any
The Golden relief relieves

.

pain

inside or out in 1 to 8 minutes.

The Cough Honey

_

_

.

FENNER’S

DR.

you buy your

It counter- the fold, but with reservations. In
acts any tendency of a cold toward pneu- fact, Sir Henry said in so many words stroom. and Swaziland com maudOB.
That we have all kinds of rubmonia. Sold by H. Walsh, Holland; that if Lord Roseberyreturns in full
Department of Commerce.
standing to the Liberal party he must
bers for every member of the
Van Brce & Son. Zeeland.
Washington, Jan. 10.— The senate
come In and subscribe most heartily
committee
on
commerce
has
authorized
to a-11 the policies that have been mainLetter File*
itns. chawcev
family,
tained and upheld by those who have a favorable report on Senator Nelson s
bill for the creation of an executive in excellent health and spirits,
For a good letter file at a reasonable been faithfulalways.
department of the government to be Mrs. Depew suffered much from sea- j That your rubbers will cost jou
pricecomeand ,eo my flock.
-yacht Hohenaollern CmnliiBOver.
known as the department of commerce. sickness Depew talked
,
Berlin, Jan. 13.— Emperor William’s
lv of liis visit to France, and describedless if you buy here,
Drug and Book Store.
vaeht Hohenzolleruwill go to New
Ciolng Largely Into Improvement*.
York to participate in the launching
Chicago. Jam ll.-l mprovements the trouble he had In having to attend
That you hud better come here
Farm For Swle.
of his majesty’snew yacht. 1 rince have been planned by the management three marriage ceremonies. , . ,
Senator Depew was asked w hat lie
Henrv
of Prussia will also be present of the Chicago,Milwaukee and M.
An 18 acre fruit farm located half a
and see.
at the ceremony as representative of Vr.il road for the coming year which thought about the Pnuamu canal and
mile south of the Holland depot for
his observation of tbe condition of the
Bm
peror Willi a m^
_
will cost between $D,OOU,UOUand *«.•
Itale. Contains 100 c^rry trees, 100
European countries he had been visit000,000.
Cur Shed* Horned.
plum trees, 100 peacn trees, .. acres
ing. **I think the Panama route is betraspberries, half an acre currants,
St. Louis, Jam 13.— The cor sheds of
ter than the Nicaraguan,” wild be/aud
“It
was
almost
a
miracle.
Burdock
strawberry patch, 100 apple and pear the Bellefontaine division of the St.
I also think the price of $40,000,000is
trees. For particulars enquire at this Louis Transit company were burned Blood Bitters cured me of a terrible rcu souui
__
.
and a large number of summer cars breaking out all over the body. 1 am
office.
_
v,;1-y grateful.” Miss Julia Filbridge,
28 West Eighth St.. Holland.
destroyed.The loss is estimatedat
Buy F. M. C. Coffees.
Weal Cornwell, Conn.
Buy your Fountain Pens of C. A. Ste- about ‘W), W0; fully insured.
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on Sole

of Handkerchiefs—

line line

prettiest

and best

Table Linens and Napkins.
Med Spreads, Cireuhirand Square Shawls.

.

......

Ladies’ Flannel Night U ibes, Lents' Flannel Night Dubes.

„-..r

Open-Work Moods

in Slums, Fcarfs and Doilies. I'unoy

11

„„
, ..
tlM.

CuiiiIiIiinIUhi
Ot>t» tin* Oulllt.

. Sa
.Iwl-,

,

.....

Millow Tops.

Ladies’ Fancy Knit Skirts, Woolen Skirts, (Jolf Lluves,

W. K. Moss, of Detroit,who has been
Interested in the transfer, said last
night: "Ninety per rent, of tin* stock
and To per cent, of the honds «.t' the
Frio company have heen deposited
with the National Fhawmut hank, of
Host on, and the .^.Miiin.lino in collateral
trust notes, running for one y« ar, drawing per cent. Interest,which repre-

In

Woolen and

Im-

..m,M
SupuKsUI

•

.... «i,„

"

Silk Mittens, I'ur-es

infant^' (.'asliiiierelio-i* in blue, pink, red, white,

Karl Hra.-ki. his

i

in. ns
|y

.....

tan and

at'iae. Infants' llooiccs, Sueques and Hoods, and
n’s Caps..

(inlffs ..........
........It maito.1
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Mlehlgan I'roduee eomiiany. and this building and Its contents. llio le.,nwns aequieseed In after some little ef- steles and am'iJherlamily lived in
fort to switch Snow off to another rooms above the store and wen* asleep
when the tire started. Supnwski told
lh‘mThat same day Snow receiveda tele-t jj,,.lH)||,.,,vesii*iday Hint he accidental- ,
..... message from a man at Hamp,,,,,,;
inoiid hid., who gave his mime
,
”<JlJ.20lDiver Street.
.1,,1-is! but later turned out to be
Loud KMdoKloi. Hurlegtl..*!.r*.
former meiidier of the dairy and pure A few niinutes alter the lire began
food department,who. In* says, made there was a loud explosion that blew
i jarsszrr:azTzzzKXM lasnstTzsi^i
sent tin* debt of the Frio, will he paid him the offer of a half a cent a pound out the front of the store and hurled
0f n,,, contents of the windows
np on presentation al the otliee of the on all Hainiuoiid oleo sold in the
Old Colony Trust company, of Hoston. provided there were no prosecutionsjnJ() (|1(1 1M|,|,||,. (lf tin* street. I’late
wiluUms on t|,e opj.oslte side of
The Hell company will furnish sg.imki.- „f Itself or Its agents and 'kV
....

and Nashville

DailpAarl THK

We have a
for the price,

inn Wreck.

Snow not iced tlnit here were the imihilng. and
.
, | iirmiicr-iii-jn
W,
. v.n-1,,1 ...........
»» •«»* »?»!n, '.'.T.J.'-'tt
to .................
,1,,,,. cmniuijy. nf UHmll. li'iw
wiped out.
ers lu the llntniuond oleo. He g.i'e * .

xvi.ih, the SP.tH a i.OOO of in* to law.
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no*
some

CAN FIND

Choice Line of Goods.

known . .|.|u, (.onnnlsslunersmelled a
•,n'*
l,!f !
as the American Telegraph and Tele- Jlll(| j.,,pt ^yes open. When test «g<‘ I'fmi 1% to 12 years, were immeM
phono company. It Is announced that (.uses were stHi ted against ilItTerentto death at an early hour yestdii.iyin
In, scheme of reorganization of the grocers and others in the spite f<* the « lire that desljoyed a two-stn.y fninie
Frie has been carried through, by alleged sale of oleonnirgarineeontrary building. Joseph Supnwski, wbo owned

trol of the big Hell combination

111* iMtrtlly.

VO a

Man, Wife and Five Children Ara Cremated.

prosecutions

.....

§Mf*t**h £#•

,

Burns and a

in the alleged act of offering OWNEB IS AEHEoTED ON SUSPICION
Sno\v*n hrlhe for si- pplug
______________
of his company. Suspicion that there
was crookednesslu Ids department Vlctlins Awakened Only to Know
ftrst came to Conunlssloner Snow’s
TheieDiemllul FaUv-N'ordlcn

Press this ‘morning says: TIk> Mlehl* tlee last
f

CoiflinlHHionerTwo-Stcry Houso

Simp 's tiopariuu'iit wliidi led to tlu.*
am'Ht or Charles 11. Thompson, claim
! audit of the Hammond Packing coin*
! punv, of llaminond.Ind., in this city

and Put

IS.
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At Our Store
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|

in Typa.

Detroit. Mich.. Jan.
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(100 in cash to take care of the obligations of the File
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working capi-
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Ion of Hut Soul.

Detroit. Mich.. Jan. ^:t.—

Gulf Coast.

for |
.
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Although Snow will probably not take Poh <>' the explosion was hiai.l two
legal Steps a resignation is looked bhwks away. 'I he llaines enveloped
| the Ifoilding In a short time. The lamProfessor
..... ..... ily living in the rear Hat barely cs-

Lombard, of Ann Arbor. Instructorof

THUflHKKVAT IH.LLIAILM5

Don’t Send Good Cents
After Poor Scents!

,|vos>

They

physiology in the Fnlverslty of MichiThey Hold n Crowd nt liny While
Awoke to Meel a Frighlful l uG*.
gan, believes that he inis located the
Tr> to Make h nit;
)
The I’earlslelns were awakened, but
dwelling place of the soul in tin* spinal
Hellcvllle. Mich.. Jan. i:;.-The store Iwfore they could reach the only staircolumn. He has arrived at tills conWrite for folders, descriptivemat- clusion after many mouths of experi- nf F. !,. It ........ In rr wt.n (.lltnivd Slit- f J' Inndl.w in..,, tin- ll'
r, ...
had iinderinlneil the lloor In the liaiiments with frogs. He takes the brain mday shortly after
t. p. m.. h> three wj|v >11|d „ ,.olia),s,.(licarrying them
ter, etc., to
from
a frog, hangs it up by Its under masked men. who held up the oeeu- > dm;.M |nlo ., mjlss 0f j|nmcs. Their
C. L. STONE,
Jaw for an hour, and drops nseetls acid pants of he room and decamped with , charred bodies were found four hours
General Passenger Agent,
on the frog's foot, which iininediately
a money sack from the cashier'sdesk. 1 after ihe Hrcmen had extinguished the
LOUISVILLE, KY. begins to Jerk and twitch. This oe- At the time of the affairs a number of ihimcs. The body of the mother and
curs twenty-four hours after the brain
employes of the Detroit Sanitary com- baby wen* found together, the little
lias been removed. The professor calls
panv. whose main works are near here, one lightly clasped in its mothers
the movements “reason movements.”
SEND YOUR ADDRESS TO
were cashing their pay
, arms. I'earlslj* in s M.dy was lound
HUT A NINHI.K ISODY KKCOVI.KKD
Miss Fdith Kiddie was at the cash- close to that of his wife, lie abo held
R. J. WEMYSS,
ier's desk. The robbers made a de*!ont*ofthe ehildreii in his arms. Ihe
thr Noiraunoe niiind on Miss Hobhe for the money bodh*s of the idher tnive children wen*
General Immigration and Industrial Agt. I'roKrentIn Slow In <'!«'»riii|{
.Mine ol the ITnoil of Water.
then on the eounter about to be paid found huddled togethereh se to the
LOUISVILLE, KY.
Negaunee, .Mich., Jan. U. — Save for on one of the cheeks. The girl ran out fathers bedy.
Nurilir:tin u nnilwa.v Wreck,
And he will mail you, free, Maps, the body found the day of the accident of the room, closelypursued by one of
none of the victims ef the mine disas- the robbers. Sin* managed, however, Kuni**. Da., .Ian. Kh As a result of
IllustratedPamphlets and Price
ter lias yet been recovered.This Is t<» save the money. The other men, n collision between a passenger and a
lists of Lands and Farms in Ken- due to the fact that the mine has since after holding the crowd in the store at fn ighl on the Southern railway at an
been Hooded with water. It has not bay for a few minutes, became alarmed early hour yesterday,near Ueeves’ Slatucky,, Tennessee,Alabama, Mis- yet been determined bow many men
nt the commotion, and grasping a tion. twenty miles nortl) of Itome, an
have perished.
money sack on the counter, which eon- engineer was killed. Mine. I.illlanNorsissippi and Florida.
It is expected that within a few days t,'lined a small sum, escaped. The diea. tin* singer, was Injured: her aethe water will have been pumped from sherilTis in
: eoinpaidst.F. Komaine Simmons, susthe shaft and mine, and tin* work of
1 tained a bruised hand, and three em111:1.1) on a mi itnr.it ( iiaiuak
taking out the bodies will be speedily
1 ployes of the road were injured. The
accomplished.The operations of the Ib-rt Farrington,Who Sind and Killed Hl» dead man was Frank Tracey, engineer.
past couple of days has heen eonllned
Atlanta.The injured are Mme. NorWifi-’n raraiiioiir.
dim. F. Komatne Simmnus. Huy Con*
to efforts to lid the mine of water.
Adrian, Mich.. Jan. 10.— Bert Far- tially (engineer on ITeightj, (Icorge
Sunday night an additionalpump went
rlngton, who shot and killed Jesse Florence (passenger comlm tori. Mine.
into commission.
Hooker Sunday night. In accordance Nonlica had a shoulder liruls< d and her
Hert Farrington’s Trial Het.
witU the liudingof the coroner'sjury, neck a little strained, hut the brulst
Adrian. Mich., Jnn. 14.— Hert Farhas been bound over for trial on the 1 *id strain cannot be severe, for the
rington, of Milan, who shot and killed
Dioests
you oat. Jesse Hooker, his wife’s paramour, in charge of murder. Mrs. Farrington doctor attending her said he thought
site would he aide to sing tonight at
It artificiallydigests the food andaidl this city Jan. r». was arraigned in the says she is sorry her husband didn’t
Nashville. Tenn. Simmons, too. will
Natura in strengtheningand recon- circuit court here yesterday and plead- kill her also when he invaded the room
be able to accompany the singer.
structing the exhausted digestive or- ed not guilty. His trial was set for where she and Hook r lay. The womgans. it is the latest discovereddigest- Jan. 27. The night of the shooting an says she had agr* "I to return to
NORDICA IN A
ant and tonic. No other preparation Farrington had gone to Hooker's home, Milan to live wit’i Farrington for the
can approach It in efficiency. It in- where his wife was visiting. In com- sake of their child, hut not as a wife. Actn-mt* Shoulder uml Neck sprained—
stantly relievesand permanentlycures pany with two officers, to secure eviFarringtonbegun divorce proceedEngineer Killed,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,Heartburn, dence on which to base a divorce suit. ings some time ago. but dropped
<ja., .(an. 14.— In a h ad-end
Flatulence,Sour Stomach, Nausea, They got into the house and found the under the conviction that In* could in- (<ollisi(m0II riK. Southern railway near
Sick Headache,Oastralgia.Grampsand man and woman in Hooker’s room, dm*e his wife to return to him
statl(mt tW(.Il(vmlll.s Il0l.,h
all other results of imperfect digestion. whereupon Farrington killed Hooker.

.
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iluiil.

Do you know that good perfumes are actually refreshing
and invigorating? If not, call and sec us. We keep per-

tll

fumes that will prove a revelation to you.

ASK HER

i

What odor she would prefer. She is sure to appreciate your
thoughtfulness. Then come and give us a trial. Site will be
delighted and so

checks.

will

you.

Trv the following odors made by S. Palmer, New Yorks
leading perfumer: Wood \ iolet. Dose Leaves, Jockey Club,
Garlands of Violets, Frangipanni, Pink Mossrose.
Try our White Rose Cologne.

,

Other seasonable goods, such as Hot Water Hags, Chest
Protectors,Chamois .Skins- a large as-ortment.

BRISTLES in yoiirt. cth an* mil pleasant,Imt you'll get them
there every time you use a poor tooth brush Cel a brush that ibuilt right, cos's more, but gives more satisfaction than a dozen
‘•cheap”ones. )ur b *st are I’ll F best.
We always have and always sell drugs ami drug sundries at the
lowest prices, so wliy shouldn't wo solicit y air trade when we aro
sure of satisfyingyou. Call and see u.«.
(

pursuit.

Kodol

DE KRUiF

A.

ZEELAND, MIGH.

Dyspepsia Cure
what

j

K

WRECK

Union Lock Poultry Fence.
For Poultry, Rabbits, ^Orchards, Gardens, etc.

them

.

Mrs.

Land"
Yr,cU ln tlu‘
Mine I» Mill Caving.
voting Hooker have imen taken to , morning Engineer l rank Iraeey was
Negaunee. Mich.. Jan. 10. — The sur- Sumpter,the family burial place. They j Instantly killed and several others
face of the Negaunee mine is still cavbruised and injured. Mme. Nordlca.
were accompanied by tin* family.
ing in. going direct to the drift, where
whose specialcar. Bruimhilde. was atIre
Yaelit
Ituring
nt
Knlinna/oo.
the bodies of the workmen are covered.
tached
to the north-houndtrain, sufThe blacksmith simp west of the openKalamazoo,Mich.. Jan. 14. — Four fered a severely sprained shoulder,
ing went down late Wednesday night, days of ice yacht racing are scheduled
and from present indicationsthe dry to take place on Gull Lake on Jan. 2ff and tin* muscles «if her neck were
Why. lu till* Territory
wrenched,hut tin* road's physicians
house west of the opening will go to Jan. 27. Sunday being omitted, on
Traverted by the
down. It is now problematical when which occasionit is expected there declare that sin* is not seriously injured and can fulQH her engagement
the bodies of the buried miners will be will be a large attendanceof people
at Nashville. Tctin.
recovered.
from this state. The principalinterest
E. K. Simmons, pianist for Nordlca,
will
center
around
the
races
for
tin*
Groom Failed to Show t’p.
received a severe injury on his left
cup given by tin* late II. K. Wills, of hand and a general shaking up. but
Owosso, Mich.. Jan. Iff.— William Chicago, which is now held by tin*
Stronger and closer «puclng than any other make.
Hoffman, aged (a*, and Mr ;. Lucinda Demon, of the Onawlia Hoat club, or will he aide to perform at the concert. Our Union Lock Hoq, Field nnd Cattle Fence, Union
Campbell, aged o2. both of Corunna, Uiis city, and which will he open to all Nordiea was badly frightened. She Fence Gates, etc., guaranteed first class.
had been highly successfulat Atlanta
were to have heen married at the home
Your dealer should handle this line— il not, write us for
challengers on the second day.
and left in high spirits.Sin* was
of the bride. Everything was in readiprices.
Catalogue free.
asleep in her -tateroom when tin* col•‘MovedOn" to Ktcrnity.
ness for the ceremony, hut it did not
• k
take place. The groom failed to show
CO..
ILL.. U. S. A.
Fntrican, Mich.. Jan. 11.— A tramp lision threw her from lu r berth to the
tip. Mrs. Campbell'ssons are said to giving the name of Joseph Trimbell floor of the sleeping-ear. For several
— TIIF.—
have bitterlyopposed the match and stopped at the home of Mrs. Sarah hours her car, together with others,
to have voiced their oppositionto Hoff- Comden. a widow. He seemed ill and was isolated in the woods and later
‘•AMERICA'S GREAT FAMILY MAGAZINE ”
Great Central Southern Trunk Line,
man.
exhausted, ami she could not gd him sent over another line Ui Chattanooga.
-INto go on. She felt obliged to send for The singer recoveredher composure
Hoy n rent* h IW*«*t-\Ve«dcr.
SheriffBellows three days later. The during the day and expressedgreat
KENTUCKY, TENNESSEE, ALABAMA, Owosso. Mich.. Jan. 11. — J. !’• sheriff ordered tin* tramp to get ready thankfulness that she had escaped so
Strchl. an Owosso boy, has invented
to leave. As the man was putting on lightly, other passengers and trainMISSISSIPPI, FLORIDA,
a heel weeder which works cn the
ids boots la* dropped dead. In his men were slightly bruised,and properFOR I9C2.
same plan as a cultivator, except that
ty to tin* value of $10n,O()t)was des—WHERE—
clothing was found i‘12l.(»0.
it goes over the Held at rigid angles
troyed.
with tin* row Inst end of along the row.
Four Tc nxiiiK Horribly HunuMl.
farmers, Fruit Growers,
Fell Seven Storle*.
Hy means of a series of drives it weeds
Sault Ste. Marie. Mich., Jan. Iff
Stock Raisers, Manufacturers,
and thins the beets at the same time. The home of Henry Flaunt was deChicago.Jan. H.— .1. B. Chapman,
Strehl has sold h s patent for $2,000 stroyed by tire early Saturday,and 12M) North Ashland avenue, who leil Current Fashions Home Cooking.
Investors, Speculators,
and royalties.
the eleven inmates barely escaped with seven stories in an elevator shaft at
Thoughts Affecting tin* Life of a Youg Girl.
and Money Lenders
their lives. Four members of tin* fam- the Chamber of Commerce building,
Good Health. Plants and Flowers.
1.ICh JM-ntcm «* for HI1**.
will llml the greati-tuchance* In the United
ily were horribly burned in making is dead at the Presbyterian Imsiptal.
Mount Clemens. Mich., Jan. 10.
The Social Side of Church Work.
Stiles to make "hig money" by reason of the
escape from the house, their pas- Chapman and Thomas Cavanaugh,
abundanceand cheapness of
Homer Bliss, aged 24, who was con- their
Ledger Model Houses.
who was also injured,were employed
sage
being
through
a
mass
of
Homes.
(.and and Farms,
victed several weeks ago of murdering
Album of Celebritiesof To-Dav.
A
10-year-old boy saved ills life by by tin* Elevator Supply and Hepair
Timber and Ntone.
Ids fatlier on his farm near here, lias
company. The two men were at work
jumping
from
a
second-story
window.
Embroidery and Fancy Work.
Iron nnd Coal.
been sentencedto imprisonmentfor
on a scaffoldwhen the structure gave
Labor— Kverythluc* life. In imposing sentence Judge
»w Mcitiucr oil (h« Koute.
away and they fell headlong into the A MISSIONARY
HIS DOCS IN THK WILD NORTHWEST.
Free sites, financial assistance,and freedom Tucker told the prisoner that it was
Sank Ste. Marie. Mich., Jan. Iff.— shaft. Cavanaugh, who is 2.S years
A Tale of Stirring Adventure by REV. E D YOUNG.
from taxationfor the manufacturer.
hard to conceive,of a more revolting The Algomu Outral Steamship line old, is cut on the face, hands and
Land and farms at *1 W per acre and upwards, crime than the murder of one's father. lias purchased a large passenger steambody and internallyinjured.
and 500,(100acres in West Florida that can he
er which will be placed on the route
taken uratia under the U. 8. Homestead laws.
Trice Fight ut Gruml ItuphU.
Murdered by u Kobber.
Only 6 cents-The Ledger Monthly Patterns,
6 cents.
Stock raising in the Gulf Coast District will
Grand Knpids. Mich., Jan 10. — Joe between Toledo and Sault Ste. Marie.
make enormous profits.
It has cabin accommodations for r>00
St. Joseph. Mo., Jan. 14.— Boy Iden,
Leonard, of Buffalo, and Emil Sanchez,
The Pattern Departmentof the Ledger Monthly is on * <»f i»> -trail'.'Half-Fare KxcundmiM the llrat and third
passengers nnd can carry nui) tons of aged 22 years, was shot and killed by
of Chicugp, fought ten rounds before
Tuesday of each mouth.
est features. Patterns of all the styles ilbistred and desertb *d m
package freight. It is expected to a robber at midnight in a butcherFashion Departmentouch month are furnished to subscribersat the
Let us know what you want, nnd we will tell the Olympia Athletic club last night.
have
her make a trip from Toledo to shop in South Eleventhstreet where
you where and how to get it— but don't delay as, The decision was a draw, although
nominal price of <> cents each. The Ledger Monthly Pali -rns are
1k>
was
employed
as
clerk.
Iden
was
the country U tilling up rapidly.
some present thought Sanchez had a the Soo twice a week.
equal toanv pattern on the market and are guaranteed accurately
Printed matter, maps and all informationfree.
making change for a customer when
little the better of the mill. Neither
cut nnd perfect fitting. The Pattern Department is conduct* d for
Loilx^ I* Kieli on Calumet and lleclH.
Address,
two
men
entered and commanded them
K J. WKMYHK.
was badly punished. They met at Iffff
the benefit of subscribers,and tire privilegesof tbis department arc
Calumet.Mich., Jan. 14. — One of the to throw up their hands. Iden inOeaera! Immigration anti Industrial Agent pounds.
alone worth the price of the magazine to any woman who does her
richest lodges in the Fnited States Ms stead grasped a revolver,when one of
LOUI8VILI.K. KY.
located at Central mine, in Keweenaw the robbers shot him dead. The robown dressmaking.
Went to Her I^iver'aFuiieml.
Adrian. Mich., Jan. 11.— Mrs. Far- county, a few miles north of litis city. bers escaped.
Only 6 cents-The Ledger Monthly Patterns
6 cents.
rington.wife of J. B. Farrington, who A Masonic chapter was organized sevF|ilinld»tin* Kiubt-llourLaw.
OKNKKAL KKPAIK 8HOF.
shot and killed Jesse Hooker on Mrs. eral years ago. About .$T>t)0 was inTopeka. Kan.. Jan. 14.— The state
Any person desiring any work done Farrington'saccount, went with Hook- vested in Calumet and Hedn stock at
SAMPLE COPY FREE.
PREMIUM LIST FREE.
Agents Make Money
such us repairingsewing machines, er’s family to tin* funeral of the victim. $(i(lper share. Later tin* lodge doubled supreme court has handed down a deTskiiiK Subscriptions
its holdings and shares are now worth cision sustaining the eight-hour law.
If you will mention this
locks, guns, umbrellas, or small ma- She is^tlll living with the Hookers, and
Some of our ageuts prefer
For th«
The decision was by Justice Smith, working for our Heuant prepaper when you write we will
chinery of any kind, call at John F. it is said she will continue to do so $(500 apiece.
l.ndtfer Monthly.
and was in the case of W. W. Atkin miums rather than for cash
send you a ss tuple copy of the
Zalsman,in the building formerly oc- until after the trial of her husband.
ThompMiir*Hail Ih $2,300,
f you do. scud
Write lor FarUculwrs.
of Kansas City, Kan., wbo in tilling commissions.
Lbuoku Mostulv Free.
cupied by D. DeVries, corner River
for
list.
Kalamazoo, Mich., Jan. 10. — Charles a street (raving contract for the city
They Wonder Where He Went.
and Ninth streets, Holland. Micb.
Durand, Mich., Jan. 10— A. It. Har- M. Thompson, who was arrested in had worked his men more than eight
ONLY ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
rington lias left Hay City and people State Food CommissionerSnow’s hours a day. He was convicted In the
Prepared by E. & DsWITT A CO- Cbica™
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went.
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house, lias
been
arraigned before Jushere are wondering where he
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r district court iff violatingthe law and
a wife and two children io tlee Mills nnd put under .V-..00 bonds, appealed.
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Women’s

PEAT FOR FUEL
Waato Uiad of KalomasiHi Coantp Marah*
oa Map YMd Yalublc Fiat Product a.

A new

- OF

industry and a

new

Suits and Coats.

fuel fur

Michigan are being looked Into by C.
G. KleinatuclcofAsylum avenue, who
will aail for Europe next month to obtain data on the cutting and prepara*
tlen of peat which he haa found to exiat In the vicinity of Kalamazoo in im*
flMOM quantities. If he obtains the results expected the idle marshes in all
southwestern Michigan may aorae day
become productive and of greatly in-

FOR ONE WEEK ONLY!

Commencing Saturday

Morning, Jan. 18

creased value.
Hia scheme baa in

it

something of

position to the prohibitiveprices

of

oj •

the

ooal trust and is intended to offer a -mb*
stitute for

the fuel wood of the state

We have secured a

which is rapidly disappearing in the
wake of the pine forests.

Women’s

also

we

About Mr. Kleinstuck'sold home in
Germany, peat is extensively used for
fuel. The peasant class is able to buy
little else for cooking and heating and
there ho will go to

make

a close study

of its use and the soil conditions

produce

it

He

choice line of Women’s high-grade Suits. Coats, Jackets and Raglans:

and

Electric Seal and Astrakan Coats

shall place on sale

Capes,

which

Saturday morning at just

One-Half the Usual Price.

which

will also visit Holland

and the big peat bogs of Ireland, typical of the Irishman and his slowly roast-

ing batch of “praties” for the evening
meal.
Itlch ftrpoalta Nearby.

Through
tions

These are

finest makers of

Women’s

all,

the very latest styles, and were

Suits and Coats in this

enables us to offer them at just one-half

and extensive investigation,Mr.

zoo river valley and other neighboring

state.

a mass of valuable peat.
Wherever found it is eight feet in

country. They come

It’s

what you would have

made by one

of the

to us at a price that

to a depth equal

it

for - - for

Women’s $7.50 Goats and Jackets
Women’s 10.00 Coats and Jackets

extends

to the height of the

highest buildingsin the city. He believes that a systematic manner of cut-

Women’s 12.50 Goats and Jackets for
Women’s 15.00 Coats and Jackets for
Women’s 20.00 Goats and Jackets for

ting and drying it will furnish u supply
of cheap fuel which will last for years
as the Irish bog lands have supplied the

impecuniouspeasants of that country
with their fuel since time immemorial.
Mr. Kleinstuck has lately been in communication with a Mr. Lodge of Detroit. attorney for a company of that
city which will manufacturepeat machinery. Mr. Lodge is enthusiasticin
his belief that peat cutting will some
day become an important industry in
Michigan. By it lands which now are

to pay in any store in this

a great opportunity to secure a Suit or Coat at a small price.

is

thickness and in some places

WOMEN’S

$15.00

TAILORED SUITS

for

- - - - -

$3.75
5.00
6.25
7.50
10.00

....................................

*750

WOMEN’S 18.00 TAILORED SUITS for ....................................
9 00
WOMEN’S 20.00 TAILORED SUITS for .................................. 10.oo
WOMEN’S 50.00 ELECTRIC SEAL COATS for ............................ 25.00
WOMEN S 30.00 ELECTRIC SEAL CAPES for ...........................15 99
WOMEN’S 40.00 FUR CAPES for ................. ....................
20 00
•

practicallyuseless,except for pastur-

ge

high-grade goods

frequent hunting expedi-

Kleinstuck has found that the Kalamalow land

all

in the dry season, will be turned In-

to surface mines of considerable value.
Pe»t Cutting in Europe.

Peat cutting in the European coun-

.

reduced
companies which

tries where it is found has been
to a science by large

cut it for a profitablemercantile product, and the peasants supply them-

by the use of crude hand
much after the manner of the
farmers of Michigan whose axes and
cross-cut saws supply their winter’s
wood by their own toil. In some places
the bottoms of ponds are dredged out
selves with it

Also a line of Women’s FUR BOAS, in Opossum, Raccoon, Marten and Fox, worth
$10.00 to $15.00: each to be sold at $5.00 and $7,50.

cutters

and the resultingmuck
naces, or by

is

the action of

SALE BEGINS SATURDAY MORNING, JAN.

18.

dried in furthe

sun and

until it contains as little moisture as

Then it is piled into
the red, black, sometimes grayish,
seasoned wood.

MEZ BROS.

DU

atmosphere, into blocks as hard as
wood. The cut peat is sliced into layers some IS and 20 inches in size and 3
inches thick, and is dried in the sun

41 East Eighth Street.

HOLLAND. MICH.

piles which are characteristicof the
“wood-yard"’ of the Emerald Isle and

ARE AFTER DE WET.

to a certainextent of pifrtsof the Ger-

POSTOFFICE CLERK AND CARRIER with the requirements. Competitors
EXAMINATION,HOLLAND, MICH., will be rated without regard to any con-

902.

Strong lirltiNhColumn Penristentlyl>ogman empire and the Netherlands.
JAN. 29,
siderationother than the qualification?
While peat is hot such good fuel a- glug 111* Force*,— Itoer General I* Hein»{ Forced Northward and ArThe
United
States
Civil
Service
8*,own ln Uieir examination papers, and
woed, it burns quite freely and mojv
mored Train* Keep Face
Commission
announces
that
a
special
©Hgibles
will be certified strictlyin acwith the steady Jlame and heat of c
With Him.
examinationwill be held by the post- oordance with the civil service law and
In fact peat is little else than coal in an
London, Jan. 14.— Perhaps the most
embryo state— the decomposed vege- important point in Lord Kitchener’s office board of examiners in the city and roles.
on the date named above, commencing i For applicationblank (Form 101), full
table matter of bygone days compressed weekly report, dated Johannesburg,
at 9 a. in., for the positions of clerk and instructions, specimen examination
into a combustible mass of ancientroots Monday, Jan. 13, is the omission of all
carrier
in the postoffice in that city. questions,and information relative to
and leaves and grass stalks.
mention of General De Wet, from which
The
examination will consist of spellduties and salariesof the different
In Ireland and some parts of Germany it is deduced that the British com maning, arithmetic,letter-writing,
penmanpositions, and the location of the exait is burned in open fireplacesand der-in-chiefis more than usually hopeWe have some odd lots of Wall Paper-enough for one and two
hearths on the cottage floors of the ful of effective results from his present ship, copying from plain copy, geogra- mination room, apply to the secretary
phy of the United Stales, and reading of the board of examiners at the post-'rooms of a pattern— which we will close out. Some of these patpeasants, but in more pretentious kitch- effort to surround De Wet.
terns we bought with the J. /i. Brouwer stock and we are going to
addresses.
The arithmetic will consist °®ce *n ^ie c'ly named above,
ens it is used in hermetically sealed
Since the disaster at Zeefontein strong
dispose
of them
of
tests
in
the
fundamental
principles,
A.
J.
West
VEER,
sf,oves which produce more heat.
British colurns have been persistently
extending
as far as common and
Sec’y
Local
Board,
Locttl Tent* Kuocestful.
dogging De Wet’s force, while armored
fractions and embracing problems. Holland, Mich., Jan. 8, 1902.
At bis home, “Saxonia Farm,” Mr. trains have preventedthe latter from
The age limitationsfor this
Kleinstuck has cut peat in small quan- crossing the railroad line and have
tion are as follows:
Don t let the little ones suffer from in order to make room for our Spring stock of Wall Paper. First
tities for a number of years past and has forced him northward. Lord KitcheAll positions, 18 to 45 years.
eczema,
or other torturingskin dis- come, first served.
tested it under varying conditionswith ner is supplying De Wet’s pursuers
All applicants,male and female, must eases. No need for it. Doans Ointwith
relays
and
remounts.
considerable success. The peat shows
have the medical certificatein Form ment cures. Can’t harm the most delimore than an average degree of comLord Kitchener avers that since Jan.
cate skin. At any drug store, 50 cents.
101 executed. Applicants for male clerk
bustibilityand heating qualities,and 6 twenty Boers have been killed,nine
and for carrier must be at least 5 ft. 4
Mr. Kleicstuckis firm in the belief wounded and 203 captured, and ninetyin. in height, and weigh not less than TIME TABLE G- R. H. & L. M. RAILWAY
1

l

j

|

WALL PAPER SALE
FOR EARLY BUYERS.
^ _
'

^

1

1

decimal
examiuu- -----

REGARDLESS OF COST

The New York Racket Store.

that his plan will materalize into a val- five have surrendered.

uable and money saving industry.He
says that it will be a Godsend to the
poor in offering an effectivefuel at a
rate within the means of every house-

hold-a

rate not too high even for the
impoverished peasants of the old coun-

tries.—

%

Kalamazoo Dispatch.

125 pounds.
Cars leave waiting room at Holland
Lord Kitchener,in a dispatchfrom
The namesof all male eligibles will for Grand Rapids and intermediate
Johannesburg,dated Monday, Jan. 13,
be entered on both the clerk and the j point*:0:27, 7:27, 8:27, 9:27, 10:27, 11:27
reports the narrow escape of General
carrier registers, and appointment from a. m.; 12:27, 1:27,2:27,3:27, 4:27, 5:27,
Botha from capture by General Bruceeither register will remove the eligible's 0:27, 7:27, 8:27, 9: 27and 10:27 p. m.
Hamilton. Hearing of a concentration
name from both registers.
Cars leave Grand Rapids from the
of Boers at Knapdaar, Bruce-H ami lion
No
application will be accepted for waiting room 70 Ottawa street at 7, 8,
went to the spot, but only to find the
this examination unless filed in com- 9, 10, 11 a. iu.; 12 noon and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
Boers had been given the alarm and
plete form with the hoard at the post- 0, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 p. m.
that four hundred of them were trekoffice in the city named above, before
Cars leave Holland for Macatawa
king, three miles distant, with General

What would you think of your gro
eery man if he sold you sand for sugar?
What do you think of a druggist, who Botha, in a Cape cart, leading. Bruceoffers you a substitutefor the Madison
Medicine Go's Rocky Mountain Tea. Hamilton chased tbeiBoers for several
miles, until his horses gave in, and
Haan Bros.
captured thirty-two Boers and quantities of ammunition and stock.
Buy your Fountai n Pens of C. A. Stevenson, the Jeweler.
Ask for F. M. C. Coffees.

SLAGH&BRINK
72 East Eighth St., Holland.

*

the hour of closing businesson Jan. 24, Hark and Saugatuck: 7:55, 9:55,11:55
1902.

ly, in order that

m.
Cars leave Holland for Macatawa
Hark, only at 0:20 a. m.
a. m.; 1:55, 3:55, 5:55,7:55,9:55 p.

Applications should be filed prompt-

time may remain

for

Paperhaugingand Painting neatly done.

Letter File*.

I'ubllc Sale*.

Fora good letter file at a reasonable
price come and see ray stock.
S. A. Martin’s

Drug and Book Store.

south and one mile west of Graafschi

On Tuesday, Jan. 21, at 10 a.

correctionif necessary.

Cars leave Saugatuckfor Ilolland at
This examinationis op.m to all citi- 0:20,9:02,11:02a. m.; 1:02, 3:02, 5:02,
zens of the Uuited Stales who comply 7:02.9:02, ll:02p. m.

On Thursday,Jan. 23, at 10 a. m.,
the farm of Harm Knol, half a m

m

few rods cast of J. Ridderlng’s store’

Buy your Fountain Hens
venson, the Jeweler.

of

C. A. Ste-

Drenthe, will be sold the house and
formerly owned by Henry Lubbers.

C0BRE8P0NDENCE.

A Word

copy RIGHT

r

/A

EAST HOLLAND.
W. J. Rooks and

bn put out between Holland and Allegan,especially
south-eastof Hamilton. We also have
last week, a son.
OTTAWA STATION.
a line water power hero that could be
Born
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
P.
J.
Rooks,
Henry Beukema of Georgetown and
made availablefor such an enterprise.
Mlsa Nettie Blackfordof Olive, were last week, a boy.
married Wednesday evening at o'clock
Mrs. Mary Dunham of Grand Rapids
Misa tfate Terpstra is working for B.
at the home of the bride's parent*,Mr.
is visit! ng jit the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Van
RaalteT
and Mrs. Geo. Blackford.Rev. A.
Km Dunham.
Otarkeof Holland oRIclated. Only relJohn W. Rooks sjient part of last
atives and intimate friendswere presMrs. Chu*. Khuber is suHVring with
eek at Grand Rapids.
ent. Borne very tine presents were retonsilitis.
ceived by the popular young couple.
H. Schuiteroa of Holland has rented
Lew Poterham is ill with lagrlppe.
They win abide with her parents for the farm of J. Schuitemaand will move
the present.Congratulations.
Mr. Ortmun,iour blacksmith,has a
here next apring.
Last Friday night over thirty of the
bud hand as the result of an accident
Fred
Hulaer
has
left
for
Grand
Rapneighbors and friendsof Mr. and Mrs.
while shoeing a horse.
Eugene Fellows gave them a surprise, ids again.
The evening was pleasantly spent in
Mrs. Ruzckamp has returned 'from a
William Herdis, Sr., is on the sick
uauviuK
ttiiui wmeu
Uunuiug aim
and ^auico,
games, after
which a
visit with relatives at Zeeland.
luncheonwas served. All enjoyed the ‘*Bl*
evening.
Mrs. Clara Peter ham is visiting her
Mrs. H. Hooks spent part of the
sister. Mrs. Van Bree, of Zeeland.
Eugene Fellows was in Grand Rapids week at 6 rand Rapids.
Monday and attended the annual fair
Seme of the young men from a neighmeeting at Holland Tuesday.
BENTHEIM.
boring town say ithat the stairways at
Too late' for tat
... ......
Grand Rapids are very deceiving
and
JCUTPHEN.
Our butter maker, George Myer, is can not be dependedupon at all; when
Anthony Van Hooveringlias received still doing husine-Hin making butter for a person thinks he is half way up tbey
a commissionfrom Fred Yonker to go the Uentneim creamery, and
. , ,
to Pennsylvaniato act as salesman in Myer, bit hired hand, is doing well! are uM the way d(,wn* A8k lhe
the celery line.
He earned *22 a month for shipping th<?.v wil1 explain
Quite a few .farmers are going to try
Wm. Roberts was here visiting
Plenty of it at our mill.
friendslast week.
Miss Anna \ eenboer is visiting rela- the sugar beet business again, unless
All nod
Alt n friMndu at '/ofJuw.#!
lives
friends
at
Zeeland
Miss Seni Brandt left for Kalamazoo
they take the tariff off. In tllH• case
Saturday.
EMe Rockier and Anna Vecnboerex- they will raise tomatoes and pickh
There seems to be somethingnot very pect to visit at George Myer’s.
well understood in this neighborhood;
EAST SAUGATUCK.
a good many are trying to sell out, but
OAKLAND.
#no one has succeeded as yet. Jake
Miss Rena Heetebry returned to
Too late for last week.
Milling Co.
has been trying to buy a farm near the
H. Masselink is still husking corn for Grand Rapids Friday. She ha- on
school house. Just why he should want
the spring.
confined to the house for several weeks
to buy there -is somewhat understood by
on account of a fracturedarm.
those acquainted with our assistant Beu Boerman is still grinding feed.
teacher.
Miss Anna Dozeraanis visiting Ben
Mr. Heerjnga entertained a crowd of
Wesseilnkfor a few weeks.
Too late for ImM *‘wk.
young folks from Holland last Tuesday
— I!Y—
A “great big” boy arrived at the John Klokkert is still doing business evening.
home of John Van Noord. John seems in bunting rabbits.
Nick Boiiman returned to Grand Rapto be well pleased witli bis 14 |K>uudcr,
more or less.
ids Monday.
OVERISEL.
Henry Roelofs is on the sick list.
A gang of men are employed by the
J. H. Schipper, who has been ailing
Diek Ver Hage has again made his
Heinz Co. emptying pickle vats into
appearance after a long visit in New for a long time with tuberculosis,died cars.
Jersey.
Saturday evening The funeral took
Rapped at the door of Mr. and Mrs.
The pulpit of Kev. Veenstra wao*
place on Wednesday, Revs. A. Van den
G.
SchrotenboerWednesday morning,
copied by Mr. Nagel, a theologicalstu- Berg and M. Van Vessem officiating.
A*
a lady boarder.
dent in Grand Rapids.
The funeral was in charge of B. VoorEd and Jennie Heeringa, J. Lubbers
The visitors at our singing school last
borst. There was a large attendance,
week numbered about seventy-five.
and Jno. Kolenbrandcr boarded the
Mr. Keyerse, our local blacksmith, showing the general esteem in which train for Grand RapidsiMonday.
went to Grand Rapids Saturday for a he was held. The public school closed
A party of young folks from Holland
good time.
for the day. Deceased leaves a wife
were entertained at the Belt’s home
At present writing sleighing is poor, and three children. He was 51 years of
though people will not give up their age and bad resided here all his life. Wednesday evening.
A little more snow would make line
sleighs. The roads have been line, but
He was prominent in church, school
the young people are wishing for a light
sleighing here.
fall of snow to grease up the track that and business matters and Overiselhas
J.AIderinkof New Era rented the
they may the better see to their even- lost one of her best citizens.
Van
den Busch farm and will soon ocing calls.
John Hoffman is putting up a saw cupy it.
The next Baptist meeting will be held
mill four miles south-eastof the village
in the sebowi house Tuesday evening,
We wish Mr. Hoffman success in his TO THE EDITOR OF THE "OTTAWA
Jan. 21. A full house is desired.
COUNTY TIMES."
We hear that Jake Brandt intends new venture.
Tully, N. V.. Jan. 12, 1902.
paying Kalamazoo a visit. People anH. D. Poelakker has bought the Dear Sir:— Through the columns of
ticipate he will go on important busiwagon
shop of lJ. H. Schipper and is
ness, but “don’t know.”
your paper will you please inforrn EuThe Specialist.
kept
busy
at repair work.
There seems to be something very
gene D. Fellows of Ottawa Station,
facinatiog about that beautiful little
The mill project is getting along that he need mourn the loss of his two
city, for another u>ung man came from
nicely. Over *700 is raised of the $1 ,000 aunts no longer, us they are both safe OK KICK PAH 1.0 US AT HOT HI. HOLLAND
there a few days ago, bringing the object of li is travels borne with him. It which is desired. This will be offered and well.
—os—
is feared that be will have to go again, as a bonus to any responsibleparty who
We appreciate Mr. Fellow’s feelings
if lie succeedsin gaining that treas- will put up a good flour mill. Overisel
with regard to his aunts'und no doubt
Born

to Dr.

antis of acres of fruit

A Good Stock at

wife,

our

To Mothers.

Mill.

<>

M

• Give your children

Have

a fair start.

their teeth placed in prop-

Wheat Bran

!

Wheat Middlings

cr condition and then sdh that

care.

they receive good

V
We Guarantee

Do not

Rye Bran

give your sons and daughters
the chance to blame you because
they have toothache. Have us
see them at
*

Low Grade Flour

once.

Gluten Feed

All Our

Work.

Ootton-seed Meal

PLATES

..................................................
$5.00

Silver and White Fillings ..................................

Gold Fillings, up

from

week. H|H
Oolv .
butter. ~

50

Teeth Extractedwithout pain ...........................
25

DEVRIES

Corn and Oats Feed

_

....................................
50

T“Dentist

Rye Feed

^
.

Corn Meal

V

36 fast Eighth

Street.

133.

CITIZENS PHONE

WALSH-DE ROD

-

HOLLAND.

Free Consultation

-

FOR ONE DAY

WANTED! -

ONLY

!

Saturday, Jan. 25
All the people of

Holland and vicinity to partake

SPECIAL SALE.
BUT YOU MUST BRING CASH.
of our

_

Coffee Served Fl^EE All Day!
Rice, per

lb

......

5c.

Lion Coffee, per pkg.- .lie

SUGAR FOR NOTHING
(If

Watch
enough

our

I

we don’t change our mind).

window

the day before.

in this space to

show you

There

is

can

At

DR. Me

not room

how cheap we

M

sell.

CITY GROCERY
H. W. VAN DER LEI.
(Successorto Will Botsford & Co.)

ure! her) for good.
is

DONALD

FRIDAY, JAN. 24

one of the most desirable points to his soul was filled with grief when he
nfitf and make it pay. A mill read of the dreadful lo-s of life and

put up a

Head* Should Never Ache.

w

OXK WAY ONLY KACII MONTH.
day is property resultingfrom the Onondago
desired. Our farmers and businessmen creek flood, but fortunately the flood
OFFICE HOURS,
9 A. M. To 8 P. M.
should aid this project in every way had mercy on these two aunts and
possible. A good mill will add a great spared them, we hope for many a long
w the
v
deal to
prosperity of our town and year yet.
Consultation and ExaminationFree.
of about fifty barrels capacity a

Good Variety!

Never endure this trouble.U»e at
once the remedy that stopped it for Mrs.
N. A. Webster, of Winnie. Va., she
writes, “.Dr. King’s New Life .Pills
wholly cured me of sick headaches

I

25c at

•

What more can you

Capt.

strike a good, live village and secure a
Henry Maas, always known as
~ - — ----- - -------- •Smith, is failing fast and isnotexpeetedg0(,d Passen*er freight business.
to live long.
Rev. and Mrs. B. Hoffman of Spring

Mrs. H. E. Brumrael is the busiest Lake are here on account of the
in tbe neighborhood. She
^at^c'r *1- H. Hoffman.

desire ?

Carpets, Groceries,etc. You will

If the right quality

has

woman

We have an up-to-datestock of Dry Goods, Boots and
fhoes,

are

store.

NEW GRONINGEN.

PRICES AS LOW AS ANY!

;

H. Walsh’s drug

Hoping this will relieve Eugene’s
mind
with regard to his relatives,we
The Here Marquette Railway Co.
Very cordiallyyours,
would make a good move if they built
His Aunts.
a track through our town. It would

find our

goods

and our prices reasonable.

—

redeveld and Katie

Charles Mulder of Holland
Drisenga visited John Stegeman last friendshere last Sunday.

1
Give us

a call

and we know we can please you.

Dr. W. Van den Berg of New Hoiland called on Mrs. R. A. Hyma.

1

visited

John Scbuurman, Jr., has moved

Zeeland, where he will be employed
the Van Kenenuam livery barn.

Bert and Henry Veneklasen will take

Mrs. A. Van Duine is visiting her
down South and visittheoilwells daughter. Mrs. E. Hartgerink.
Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Smyers of Crisp
were in Overisel Wednesday to attend
New Onturf Comfort.

a trip
in

UTGERS k TIEN
GRAAFSCHAP.

Jan, A. Woodruff,by heir, to Casper

Millions are daily finding a world of
comfort in Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It
kills pain from Burns, Scalds, Cuts,
Bruises: conquers Ulcers, and Fever Wednesday.
Sores; cures Eruptions, Salt Rheum,
quarter of sec.
Boils and Felons; removes Corns and
Warts. Best Pile cure on earth. Only “Cure the cough and save a life.” Dr.
25c at H. Walsh's drug store.
Wood s Norway Pine Syrup cures cough
and colds, down to the very verge of

15,

Saugatuck. *150.

consumption.

Our Oysters are the best

to

The funeral servicesof Mrs. A. Stogink, conductedby Rev. G. De Jong of
this place and Rev. Karsten of Holland,

was largely attended. Her numerous
friends and relatives assembled with
sad hearts to pay their last act of re-

be had for the

spect for their beloved friend.

scientificallyami successfullytreated.
Dr. McDonald has made a specialstudy of all
diseases of the brain ami nervous system!and all
delicate and obecure diseasespeculiar to women.
Dr. McDonald's special Kcmedle* are a permanent cure for men suffering from nervous amt
sexual debility and early decay. Ilbcumaticand
paralytic cripph s made to walk: catarrhaldeaf
css positively cured ami many made to hear a
whisper in a very few minutes. All aches mid
1

If

HAMILTON.
Klomparens & Brower are busy

in-

Not, What Better Proof
can Holland Residents

Demand?

voicing their goods.

A good many logs are being hauled

It s

into the mill yard.

from a citizen.

may be a neighbor.
You can readily investigate it.
The more investigation, the more
It

Merit Palmer has returned from
Grand Rapids.

1

pains fade away under his magical remedies
KplJepsy or falling sickness positivelyijored
through his new method of treatment..Special
attentiongiven to catarrh iimJ disease,of the
blood.
Those unable to call write for question blank.
Hundreds cured through correspondence
Medicines sent every where. t'onsnltationfive and
strictly confidential.Address

DR.I).A.McDONALD

farmers of this section The Indians that live south-west of convincing the proof.
The Specialist.
Mr. John Lockhart,of 28th st.,
attended the three days* session of the the village are much elated over the
Wellington f lats. Grand Rapids. Mich
Farmers’ Institute, held at Zeeland this fact that each one of them, man, woman near Central avenue, says:
“I had a constant aching in my
week.
and child, received one hundred dollars
Z-4-Z-4-Z—5-4-4-Z-Z-Z-4*
loins and kidneys so that at times J v 4-1-1— -LW—
Rev. G. Dc .long nec-pied the pulpit each on the 14th of this month.
could
hardly
keep
around.
I could 3
of the Reformed church at Kbenezer
Y. DEVRIES
Mrs. R. B. Vos is visitingrelatives
not rest comfortably in any posi- 3
last Sunday.
ATTORNEY
AT LAW.
In north Fillmore this week.
tion and after a restless night
Specialattentiongiven to collections •r
Miss Leramie DeGroteof Grand Rap..... ....
We noticedCounty Treasurer Klomp- arose feeling as tired as when
3 Office, Van der Veen Block
ids is home on a visit with her parents arens on our streets Wednesday.
went to bed. The kidney secretions 4 Cit I'houe 9VJ, Cor. HI ver ami Mh st. £
for a few days.
John Kolvoordhas just added a new became irregular, frequent and un2’t'S t i 1 V'lf Hl’ttt'S'TIJ
C. Den Herder has some horses sick corn crushing machine to his mill and natural. 1 used different remedies
with distemper.
is doing a good' business.He grinds but did not receive any benefit.
The celery growers of this locality the corn, cob and all, and it makes nice Seeing Doan s Kidney Pills adverIf you want a good Watch
are still, busy marketing their large feed, so the .arraerssay.
tised 1 procured a box at J. O.
Many

of the

I

Baked Goods, Confectionery,Fruits,

1

Etc.

and line crop of celery.

pity Bakery.

.

m

.....

I

m

)

-

cheap

n

Mies Kate Boyd of Gauges is visiting Doesburg’s drugstore and tried
— — GO TO
** • H.
" .Elmer this week.
them. They did me so touch good
The G. R. H. & L. M. R. R'y seemed Mr. and1 Mrs.
C.
A.
Stevenson's
Jewelry Store
during the few warm days last week,
What we need and need bad, is an that I got another box and then
Holland. Mich. _
to be trying to rush the season, us they electric road from Holland to Allegan another. They cured me.”
For sale by all dealers. P.ice 50c.
were running some open cars. That's by way of Overisel.Some of the farmright, hustle the warm season along, as ers in fruit season are obliged to haul Foster-Mi burn Co., Buffalo,N. Y. Sole
Buy your Fountain Pens of C. A
agents for the U. S. Remember the
it Is very cold at tbe waiting room at
venson, tbe Jeweler.
their fruit from this place to Holland; J name, Doan’s and take no substitute,
this place now days,
i If we had a road there would bo thousFor Sale at j. o. Uoesburg's Drug store.
Try F. M. C. Coffee*:
I

Prop.

?•

LEONARD

i

WE SOLICIT YOUR TRADE ON

McDonald can show hundreds

KYK.
THKOAT,
IIKART.
STOMACH

J*

money~35c per quart.

I WILL BOTSFORD,

Dr.

testimonialsin the handwriting of grateful
John II. Schumacher and wife to Al- patientswho have been cured by him when olh
ers failed. He is so familiar with the human
fred B. Taylor, 40 acres on sec .'ll. Lake- system that he isable to read all diseasesof the
mind or body correctly at a glance without ask
town. *917.22.
ini; any questions. Thousandsof Invalids are
Edgar Hoover and wife to Fred Gro- being treated dally for diseasesthey do not have
while a fe w drops of medicinedirected to tie
ver, 4 acres on sec 5, Ganges. $200.
-eat of the diseasewould give speedy relief, and
permanentcure in a very short time. Good
James S. Jorgenson to George L. health is the moH preciousjewel in our crown
of
happiness. With it the World is bright; withDutcher,80 acres on sec .'{2, Clyde,
out it misery claims u- for her own. if you are
$1,100.
a sufferer you should weigh well the-e wordsa per-on who neglccMi is health D guilty of a
Newton Arnold and wife to Clarence great wrong to bln -elf and a grave injury” to huA. Crane, parcel of land on sec 5, Clyde, manity. The mum of Dr. McDonald, the '.veilknown specialist ;n the cure of chronic and lin*2.000.
gering diseas.-H.has U . nine a household word in
thousinds of homes which his skllfand wonderPriscillaM. Deosmon and husband to ful remedies have made happy by restoring dear
ones
to health after ill hopes were lost The
Joseph Lewis, lot 5, Saugatuck,*40.19.
doctor is u graduate of the highestand best rued-

ikcptlcal. Allotnonic disease*of the
Overhiser,
verb isor, 80 acres on sec 15,
15. Casco,
Casco, -kcptlcal.
the funeral of J. H. Schipper.
KAIL
*1,200.
LINGS.
Prof. J. B. Nykerk of Hope College
1. ivi.il
Frank Gray and wife to Peter FoW,
KIDXIvYS,
attended the funeral of Mr. Schipper
umi IIOU’KLS.
i of lot 4 on east part of south-west fr

VRJKSLAND.

Nearly as large as Selects.

study ami

Such cases as family physicians fail to help and
pronounce Incurableare particularlysolicited.
especUlly those- overdosed wJtb strong mineral
drugs and poisons. Dr. McDonald uses oniv the
purest medicines from the vegetable kingdom.
He pays attentionto the cause of the disca-v
and instructs his patients the way to health and

happiness

AKE YOU SATISFIED?

YSTERS

a

of

rabbits pretty lively.
V’

ALLEOAK COUNTY.
Fred Overacker and wife to George

illness Sterling,40 acres on see 15, Lee, *000.

procured herself a knitting machine
Florence Koning of Grand Rapids is
and every boy
and girl
—
'’'’J
£111 points
JIUIIJLSwith
»IWI hero visiting relativesand friends.
pride to the neatly made stocking and
The village hunters are chasing the
Harry and Maud

Real Estate Transfers.

Da. McDonald has for years made

1

J'.'vV

A Oo*kI •rotnMMdatioB

Are you going to build? Do you need
Call and examine our system
of loaning money. The Ottawa County
Building and Loan Association, 17 E.

T

PIG FEEDING.

.

money?

“I hive noticed that the vale on

Made at Caaadlaa Esperlmeatal Farm.
it almoftt InvarUblyto thom.* wlm Iwvi*
The Canndlan experimental farm tnonce uied them." lays Mr .1 El Wob r.
tboritlca have issued a report by Proa prominent druegUt of Cascade; Iowa
fessor Frank T. Shutt, cbemiat at the
What better redoromendatinn could uuy
farm, upon the character and cattsea
medicine have than for |»< oj)lo to o tli
of soft porb Softness in pork is a scfdr it whgrUtrainin need of eueh a rem
rloui defect,and ao the question Is of
edy? Try them when you feci dull uf great importance to the Canadian bater eating, when you haveabiul taste
con industry. Professor Shutt sumin your mouth, feel bilious, have no ap
marizes the resultsof his experiments
petite or when troubled with constipa-

Chamberlaln'a Stomach & Liver Tablets

tion, and you are certain to bn dMlijjhtert

Reaalta of Experiment!

Eighth St.

m

-jrvezv

Distemper is a disease common to
horses that, ns a rule, requires no
treatment, ns it runs out and the animal gets .well In about ten days, says
Farm ana Ranch. It Is recognized by
swellings under the Jaw and sometimes below the ear, that form abscesses containing pus and if not lanced will In time burst of themselves.
The animals should not be worked,
but fed on good food, with plenty of
fresh water, and. If bowels are constipated. a quart of raw linseed oil
should be given carefully as u drench
by the mouth, never by the nose, and,
j If kidneys are sluggish, give a teaspoonful of powdered saltpeteronce a

p

as follows:
First— That of all the grain rations

with the prompt relief which they af* employed that consistingof equal parts
For sale by H. WaUh, Hollann: of oats, peas and barley gave the tirm-

ford

Van Hree & Son, Zeeland.
Try F M.

may further he added that
the fat was deposited evenly and uot
too thicklyand Unit this ration gave a
est pork. It

C. CoiTecs.

very thrifty growth.
Second.— That no differencecould be
observed
In the tirumess of the fiork
O^ing t4i advanceda^e I «ui nnubu
to continue flirminir and will « II on from the preceding ration whether fed
farm «•( 98 acres on easy t -nns Th>o
soaked or dry.
08 Moes locati‘din Section L lo v
Third.— That when half the grain raabipof Zeciaud, in the vlliasfcof M»: » tion consistsof cornnieal the resulting
verd&m, near the church, postoHIc4) and pork shows an Increased percentage of
eUMi-» It has first cla-s house, i*" u
olein-in other words, a toudeucy to
bivn 45x50 feet, small barn and waymi
shed, plenty ol j(ood water at hoii'*-. softness.
Fourth.-That in this ration (half
barn and in Held, sjoml orchard, tfoori
conmienl, half oats, peas find barley in
fenc. sand soil is cxc llcnt mixed hum
Tb^ 40 acres is located two miles north equal parts) the feeding of It boiled
of the house and is located in Biendon gave a slightly higher olein content,
township, good black soil. No better but this is only apparent when the avfarm in the community.For 'cniut aperage from the four pens is taken into
ply
Jacob Kievit. _
consideration.
Il< averdam,
47 7
Fifth.—That, considering the effect
of feeding the ration of oats, peas and
Kuv your Fountain I’ens of (’. A. Ste- (parley during the lirst period to a live
weight of a hundred (Kmiidsand cornvenson. the Jeweler.
meal during the liiiishingperiod, comtanu fur Hale.
pared with the reverse of this plan—
1 offer my farm of 27 acres, 1 mile that Is, coni lirst, followed with oats,
smith west of Graufschap; all imnroved: peas and barley— we may conclude
giani boiiw* and ham: good water; rea- that the former gives a firmer pork.
sonable price: part down. Addn f. J.
Sixth.—That in both methods menB Tubbargen, 475 Grand ville Aw.. tioned in the preceding paragraph no
Grand Rapids.
51-52*
marked differencewas to Ik* observed
from the ration fed dry or previously
Use F. M.C. Coffees.
soaked, though Uiking an average of
the two groups on each ration the
“dry" feed gave a somewhat higher

KM FOU S\LK.

FA

.

'

THIS

Mich.

olein

content

Seventh.— As when corumeal formIIOUiANIJ CITY STATE BANK. CapiUl ed half the first (wriod ration and the
1 1
f&u.iwt D H K. Van Raalte.President whole of the second period ration, the
A. Vmi Putteii, Vice President;C. Ver Scbure,
resulting pork was somewhat softer
Castii'-r. UenvRil liaukiiiK llu-iiaNK.
than from that of any of the rations
F. A A. M.
already discussed.We conclude that
lu^idar Communications
of I'mtv Lodob.No. the longer the period during which the
‘ K A A. >i . BolUad. Mich , will in- held at
ale Hall, on the evenings of Wedneidiy, coru-is fed as a large proportion of the
Ke'» 1^. Mar. I!#. April 10, May '.’I, ration the softer will be the pork.
'S, July :>J. A uc. 13. Sept. 17, Oct. 15. Nov.
Kighth.-Tliat beans produce a soft
. ID *lso on St. John's l)a\>— June iM
•
JAS l.c »nki:y, w. m.
and inferior pork. The growth of the
• IIkevman.
spigs so fed was poor and miserable
and the depositionof life fat meager.
Ninth.— That cornnieal fed exclusively as the grain ration,either dry or
previously rooked, results in an ex/ith Savino b Department.
tremely soft fat. the percentageof
$50,000.00 olein being considerably higher than
from any other ration tested. The
r, Bl^litlimid Mwrkot Streets.
pork was of an inferior quality. Hero
Cappon*.
G. W. MOKMa also we noted the miserable growth of
the animals, the rn'.i :i in no sense liePresident. Cashier.

!

r. Sec'y
State

'St

1690.

CAPITA^

$50,000
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President
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LICENSED EMALMERS.

UNDERTAKERS and

FUNERAL DIRECTORS. *

Facial Paralvals.

VINE GRAFTING.

ring.

'«>»
and

Its escort, and

rt*s|Mindcd. Several brief addresses
were made and patriotic airs were
sung by 2.*Hi()school children.The
lifll will be placed in the riiiladelphiu
building.
Ilig

o-V
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WE HAVE NOW STARTED UP OUR

Mayor Ashbrldge one-lialfinch in diameter and were

Steamer !•

Wrrekfil.

from

six to nine inches long.

er cul was

made

The low-

through the knot of

^

the bud and (he last luteruode of the
upper end left ns long ns pussiblc. All
the buds on the stock were carefully
.

si-if

f

New Flouring

coast «»f Green island, ' halfway lie- the base of the main bud.
tween bore and Skagway. on thc’idglitScions were* prepared In a similar
of Jan. 2. and Captain McIntyre ami way. except that the buds were left,
six of the crew were lost. Three boats The scions having only one eye were

and would be pleased

We

to

have

a share of

Mill

your patronage.

especially call your attention to our

“Little

Wonder”

Flour.

!

We have

a full line of

!

Buckwheat

Ageil Midi Aftpliyxlalrd by (;«,

Flour, Corn Meal, Graham, E1

Philadelphia, Jan. 10. — Charles Ca*
leb Crcsson. the in ad of a prominent
ami inltucutinlfamily living in this
city and Germantown, was found
grafts for grape cuttinos.
in Ids home at the latter place, hav- 11. English cleft; 2. Champln; 3, end to
ing been asphyxiated by gas
end.]
ftom a heater in Ids room. Mr. < res- cut through the second knot In order
, „ clolied
The following query was seut to sou wag 8<[ years ok . or many
was head of a wholesale drug store .
,
The Breeder's Gazette:“Please tell he
In ..... .... and was a uoted pkllau- H'l"™»k'. W Ith tko scions having two
the feeds to lie used with a herd of
eyes the upper cut was made about an
beef cattle fed for sale to get the best
We always pay the highest market price for all kinds of grain. 4
; inch above the second bud eye. Care
results for the money with grain as
Kftlilier Hanged for Murder.
was taken to prevent the drying out of
Washington..Ian. 14.-- Ihewnr de- ,|J(I cuttings and afterward of the
follows: Ground corn. $21: oats. $24;
bran, $20: linseed oil men!. $.'»1.May partment has bee advised of the tocetition of Phcnens Foutz. late fcorpi.rai
‘
, .
gluten meal be profitablyfed? Is there
Company K. Nineteenthinfantry,
Ld(I ,0 <;nd «raflln» J* orMnated i»
any danger of causing blindness in Cebu. Philippine Islands,on the morn- 1 n,l,el‘ "*«« practicedin some Infeeding cottonseed men IV"
Ing of Jan. 3. HM!2. Foutz was con- ; stances. The number of successful
W. A. Henry gave this answer:
victed of tiie wilful murder of a na- grafts obtained by this method was
If fat only Is desired, use a ration live girl in the I dlippim* Islands on low, but those that did unite made exconsisting < f tliroc-fourtLscorumeal Nov. 15.
ccllent unions, in grafting by tlds
anil oue-fourib bran. If it is desired
Giinusiiir.ici-tcd
method the ends of stock and scion
not only to have the animals fat. but
Annapolis, Md.. Jan. 14.— Arthur Pue -'‘n-* cut nt an angle of about 70 dein the 'finest bloom, then use onc-balf Gorman was elected I'nited States grees and held in place by a piece of
cornnieal and one-fourth oats or bran senator to succeed George L. Welling-galvanized wire, which is pushed into
f
and one-fourthlinseed oil meal. Gluten ton. The total vote was; Gorman the pith of each piece.
meal and germ oil meal can he sub- iDcm.). GS: Jackson (Ibp.j,«52. The The proportion of successful Chamstituted for the bran or linseed oil meal vote for senator in tin* senate was: pin grafts was slightlygreater than
to continued ill-health I am compelled
without loss. Cottonsi.'d meal will not Gorman, 17: Jackson. 0. In the home: that of the English deft. The sucGorman. 51: Jackson, 4:5.
produce* blindness in fattening cattle
cessful English deft grafts, however,
to close out
Millinery business. You should
True Hill Agnlii’.t Hr. Kraav*-.
unless it is fed excessively and for a
were considerably suirrior to the other
London. Jan. 14.— Tin* grand jury in tiie matter of completenessand
considerable period. It Is the abuse
improve this money-saving opportunity.
and not the legitimateuse of this high- .vest onlay found a true hill against l»r. strength of union.
Krause,
the
former
governor
of
Joly concentratedmaterial that brings
The experimentswith two eye and
haitiiosburg, on the chargiqof inciting
trouble with fatteningcattle.
one eye scions were, on the whole, in
Cornelius Broecksnian. the ex-public
favor of the use of two eyes.
IteKiNff-redBtilln.
prosecutor 01 Johannesliurg (who was
The demand for registered bulls of executed Sept, fin lust) to imirdiT Jolui The differencebetween ealitising the
r*'
in sand and planting them <11the various beef breeds ought to re- Douglas Foster.
r- 1 .iy in tiie nursery ns soon ns made
main good for years to come, says Live
Grcut I'aniilfiit loii'igunillun.
Stock and Wool Growers’ Journal. Columbus. O.. Jan. 14.— The iuaug- was very striking. Those previously
Throughout the entire stock.
Breeders of registered cattle have it uratiou of Governor Nash for his sec- callused produced01 per cent of good
unions,
while
the
others
produced
but
largely In their own bands to maintain ond term yesterday was followed by a
This means goods are being offered at half price.
good prices, and this they can do if great parade of eivio and military or- 2(5 per cent. There was also a differganizations,
and
last
evening
there
was
ence
in
tin*
growth
of
the
grafts
in
fathey will make steers of the medium
a reception in the new annex to the vor of those callused in sand.
to fair bull calves, a If hough they are
state house.
from good familiesand subject to regKa»h IcauguruttMl(mvernor.
istration.Nothing will hurt the regisThe Line of Hetinty.
Columbus.()., Jan. :i.— Governor Many mistakes are made iu locating
tered bull trade so much as selling inferior animals for breedingpurposes. George K. Nash was inaugurated into walks and drives about our homes.
Corner Eighth Street and College Avenue.
No matter how good the herd, there ollii'e for the seeoml term at noon to- The curved line is not used enough or
day. The Inaugural ceremonieswere
will necessarily be some Inferior aniit is unappropriated used. In many of
held in the rotunda of the eapitol.
mals, and breeders can ill afford to sell
our rural homos a straight walk is the
such except for slaughter.Breeders
only walk we find. A straight walk is
Uortlcnltural Brevitiesshould work to create a permanentdethe only kind that Is permissible,peomand for bulls, and this can only be The cause of “little peach" Is believ- ple often think, yet there arc many
ed to lie a fungus which attacks the
accomplished by selling animals whose
oases where a simple curve could lx? ill,1 n
n
»
|I I,
M
mhiik hmh iiiihx u mio ihhkshm h kmmh Midi
.......
very young roots.
progeny will show up all right.
troduced with a very great effect. As
—
-A cross of hardy Japanesewith the
Care of Slock.
the poet says. “Straight Is the line of j
-my
Florida
sweet
orange
has
resulted
in
Feed and management Lave much to
duty; curved is the line of beauty," and
/m/1 iaH
do with the health us well as thriftl- the hardiest evergreen orange known. wherever it is possibleto introduce a
JL^
X JL JL^ A.
V t
1 y 1%. k/l m
ness of stock, says Kansas Farmer. Plant breeding, the making of new curve we are gaining that inueh more
Young and growing animals require tilings from old. just now greatly occu- toward ornamentation.If the
d
feed which will make bone and muscle pies tiie attention of skillful horticul- from the street to the house is not more
DO
A
LAID ?
rather than fat. Bedding liberally with turists.
than ten feet, a straightwalk is imper- 1 If bo, we can do the work and do it right. Our walks will not crack all to piece#
Fully 90 per cent of the date palms
gome dry material will add greatly to
alive, and It may be at 2b feet, although i an(i be spoiled. You will save money by calling on us. We will take contract#
the comfort of the animals during the introduced iu recent years from Africa at that distance a curve may be made
for any amount of walk. Let us figure with you.
are now growing vigorouslyiu Arizona
winter.
possible by placing our entrancenot
and southern California.
Keep Cottle Growlmc.
directly in front of the door, and Rie»
The greenhouseleaf tyer, an insect by a slight bend the walk Is made more
The aim in keeping stock should be
to secure the greatest growth In the pest of violets, roses and other plants, effective,particularly if there is a
shortest time possible.The health and can be controlled in greenhousesby slight elevationcoiningfrom tiie street.
vigor of all animals are much more eas- handpicking or trimming away ami de- Sometimes we can introduce a flower
Citizens Finnic No. 5184.
192 West Twelfth Street,Holland.
t.|S „ rt.agon for the making of a
ily retained by good care than regained stroying ail infested leaves or
:

j

dead
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escaping
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To treat a horse with facial paralysis
take one ounce Russian cantharides
and three ounces hog's lard. Mix and
was met at the station by Mayor Teata of Varlowa Stylea of Grafta and boil and apply with the band on the
Hniylhe and tin* hoard of aldermenof
Other Important I'olnta.
cheek next to the ear. Repeat this evCharleston, and PresidentWaggeuer
and the directors of the Charleston Results of experiments la Iiench ery ten days for three or four times.
Cuttle Lice.
Expositioncompany. A detachment grafting resistant vines have recently
of regulars and several cbmpaaies of been reported from the California exFor cattle lice use cbloro naphtbomarines,with a regiment of militia
periment station. The experimentsin- leum according to directionson packwore drawn up at the station when
age. It leaves no bad effects and frees
the train licaring the bell rolled in. As cluded tests of the relative value of
your cuttle from the lice.
Calls receive prompt attention
the bell was lifted from the fiat ear English and Chanipin grafts, leaving
a salute of thirteen guna was tired.
night or day.
two eyes on the scions and leaving
Buy your Fountain Fens of C. A. SteThe historic relic was placed on a
Lady
9
only one, preliminary callusingin venson, the Jeweler.
decorated truck, hut It was found iluit
sand,
planting
out
in
the
nursery
im26
Cast
Eighth
Strut,
Holland.
the wagon would not bear the weight,
and the bell bad to lie replans] on the mediately after grafting and eullusiug
Use F. M. C Coffees.
Bell PbonelOo-1
lOtf
ear and taken to grounds by rail. At , in straw covered with sand. The cut-

____

A general banking business transacted
Interestpaid on certificates..
Loans made.

P-ir

erty hell under the escort of Mayor
Ashhridgt*and the delegation from the
Philadelphia council arrived yesterday
at Id a. m. from Savannah. The train

J. Incorporated<ii a State fin*in

1

SiyllHh,KHiablf. Simiili-.HjHoiir. F." "ti'oiiit
il mill At.-t’.uli-Jy
I'.meriH

•!

cutting Into the sK'dllng it has the appearance of the tissuesbeing pounded.

Cliarleston, S. (’.. Jan. 10.— Tin* Lib-

j

kmier Eiuh'h and River Streets,

..ill ;

..Jlly

pears on shoulder oy hip. Generally
the animal dies in a few hours, and on

FrorlHlmeill.llM-rty in 'y# and fliurlov
Ion People Do It Honor.

breeding animals.

WITH SAVINGS DEPARTMENT.

*

huusfl.* I
.
.• liiicumU'.
-''“iv' '
«, Hilt'llStud I'll h

•

Is lame, refuses to eat, n swelling ap-

WSLC0KED

HOLLAND. MICH.

Holiand CityStaie BaiiK

O. B. K.

It

13

carryingseven men each got away
safely, but the captain's boat, which
was tin* last to leave the steamer, was
smashed against the collh r and all
lug on economical one.
on boqrd went down. The toUowlng
were lost: James Melntyfe. captain;;
Beware of OverfeedlnR.
t\ Vivian, chief engineer: Frank RobOverfeeding produces Indigestion, in- erts. pilot; A. Edwards, third engineer;
action of the stomach and their attend- H. ('. lliirtlaut, William II. Router,
ant evils and often permanently Injures Joseph Silva.

•

atlutiHih/d 187

OLD BELL

Bank

TAL •

•

LIBERTY BaLL AT THE CHARLESTON EXPOSITION.

Tliu <Jd Liberty bell, wiiioli Awsricnn libertywav |m>uhimcd to tho world front
lad* fi- icb-iic* hull. Philuavlpliin.
on J ly 4, 1779, is now nttlm < Intrleaton i-xpositi'in. It
wns tnkeii to New O.ludus in It.'.', to i! • World's fiar, CliicajM.to irtn, and to t!i» Atl-mM
ripodri'iuin IhtYi. I'iis four PJiikiil-ijii i • |mlicei’";iiv. Ini ncc'i upituy tiie Ih-U as n trnard of
himor am John J. Kubioaon, GilbertL. Forsythe,\Yilli:e.:i
A. F.'.mdiand William P. Brvetr.

and again when about one year old.
The vaccination seems only to protect
about one year. It can be done at time
of year convenient to the owner and
on any part of the animal, generally in
car, tall or neck. All animals dying
with this disease should lie burned.
The first thing detected Is the animal

rnlnrnl
.iikmi.;
'

I —in; bMUtilnl
I

any season of the year, but commonest
in spring and fall. They should be inoculatcd when about four months old

;

toMich.

CITY DIRECTORY.

IMCAZIHE'g
“ LADIES’ MAGAZINE.

InnralnteFor Blackleg.
Blackleg attacks fat cattle under
two years of age. It may appear nt

_
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day for several days.
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lost by improper treatment

portionsof

other
plants.

curve or plant a tree or shrub.
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CEMENT WALK

Costing & Sons,
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HATES REDUCED
ON
PERK MARQUETTE RAILROAD.

i

Farmers should now get their fertiliVa.‘,
CniUmlnlftlirdOrmand Fur Thla Hon to Treat Parts AWrrtrd by K*suffered zer. I have the Northwestern and also Swift’s, for corn and other crops, and
After Janimry 1ft, the Pore Mar*
I’rofltnltlc Kentucky Product.
pu»ure to Cold.
from lumbago. 1 finally tried Chamberalso a specialfertilizer for augur beets.
queue liallroait will reduce Hh Ideal
Throughout
the
years
of
depression
lu
!
Frostbitten
parts should be nibbed
rate* between many point* The fol- lain’s Fain Balm and It gmu mu cn lre It can be purchased of me or from Bert
The
modern
hog
Is a very numerous the prices of horsi'llesliwhich wrecked 'v‘th snow or towels soaked in Ice waTinholt
at
Graafachap.
relief,
which
all
other
remedies
had
lowing rates will be in force between:
B. J. Albkrr. n il popular animal on the farm. He so many fortunesin Kentucky the ter; remain In a cool room. When the
j, Holland ami Orand Rapid* !I5 cent*
failed to do." Sold by H. Wabh, Hol•• VoolurwJ
••
Overisel,
h very different from his ancestors, breeders and feeders of the Itluefirnss skin becomes warmer after the rubZeeland .
- Ill
in
land: Van Brce & Son, Zeeland.
'• Vrieslund • lf>
W.

C. Williamson, of

Amherst,

says: “For more than a year

l

XDIMfi

~

Mich.

11

“
“

“

H.

Hudsonvillc

15

Moeller, (;. P.

F.

A.

Call for F. M. C. Coffees.

fit ft:i

Coffees.

Call for F. M. C.

.

j1

cinl tribe,

Is

to

ness which remained fairly stable and
The mod- reimmerative, says Francis .!. Hagan ly frozen to death, place him in a cool
room, ruli him up and down with tlaneight months* only,
HrmU,r’H <Jazottc‘ >V,,o:' ro-va,,y nel soaked in alcohol or whisky and

'

w,ts

follow lids by rubbing with dry hands.
MaKc artificial respirationat the start
buttons, fertilizers,the squeal alone be- ' keep, they found the market for Ken- (the same as practicedfor a person resIng a waste product. Mr. I.ovejoy in ' tucky mules always good. The long cued from the water). After a time
Wooded Stock characterizes the mod- 1 oared hybrid has been dubbed by Proe- wrap the patient in warm blankets
and apply mustard plasters over the
ern hog as
J tor Knott an animal “without pride of
"Hardly n day passes that we do not parentage or hope of posterity." He is heart and spine. Give injection Into
hear the remark 'ns dirty ns a pig.’ rather the result of a misalliance, the bowel of brandy or whisky. As
This 1 consider n vilificationof tho an- with the bloral of kings and queens of soon as the patient can swallow,give
imal which Franklin's colored servant the turf (lowing through his veins and brandy or whisky by mouth. As bis

and

the parts not preserved for food l,r(Hl
«° P«.v f,,r tho Kl,rvlc,‘
are made Into glue, combs, lirushes, ; fee, let alone their expensive care and

Cast-Iron Tank Heaters
FOR WOOD OR IRON TANKS.
of fuel— softcoal,
water for 50 head of cattle at neper
day, and will pay for itself in one month on a fair-sized
dairy. The ashes can be flushed out with water. Tli cres
It will last

wood

a

lifetime; takes any kind

or cobbs; heats

no danger of lire and it

is

Mann Bone
This machine
—
C

iraft. B —

I

—

Flir.li

Gutter.

is recognized as the

standard cutter of the
A

an absolutely safe heater. Tryone.

country. It

cuts

green hone and vegetables. Begin now

Fuel Hour, i»rtly open.
i*** ish .ir.lics out at

"A"

to grind, and feed
for early

eggs.

It

yaur chickens bones
pays for itself in a

short time. Ask for catalogue.

FOR A CHRISTMAS GIFT

L
What can

he more appropriate and useful than a nice Portland Cutter, Sleigh

Bells, Fur Coat, Blanket or Robe.

Bob-Sleighs, Grinding Mills, Feed Cutters, Root Cutters, Pump and
Power Windmills. Come and examine our goods. Make our stores your
headquarters when in town.

ZEELAND -

H.

DE KRUIF

LUMBER

'

H0LLAND

,

follows:

said was tho only gentleman in Eng- his aristocraticlineage on his dam's conditionImproves gradually admit
land,’ from tho fact that ho was tho side showing In his coat, shape and heat and raise the temperatureof the
only nnimtil that did not work in that symmetry, giving to the distinctive room.
country. In that rospect he much re- Kentucky mule characteristicsreadily f’hilblnlu Is the secondary effect of
souiblos tho inemhers of ottr logisla- recognized by the dealer, who Instantly cold. The person suffering from chiltaros. He oalls to order and adjourns classifies liim in a drove of hundreds. blain must take exercise out of doors
to eat and sleep. I believe that tho hog His principaldemand Is for tho sugar and never loiter around the fire. EvIs the most cleanly of our domestic an- Helds of the south, where speed and ery morning upon rising lie should take
imnls If raised as It should ho and giv- quicknessare sine qua non. There a cold water sponge off from bead to
en a chance to roam about and not be smoothness and symmetry are sought foot, followed by brisk rubbing with a
confined to very close quarters.
by the planters as Indicativeof ability rough towel. Sleep with warm stock“It has been said that ’the American to do the fast work required under high ings mi the feet or with tile feet against
bog Is a machine that oils itself, puts pressure,and there the rough and rug- a bag or bottle of hot water. It' the
ten bushels of grain Into less space ged fellows from out of Hie west, su- chilblain be only a small spot, wash
than a bushel measure and in so do- perior in weight, substanceand bone the part twice daily with cold salt waing doubles Its value, then carries It to and really superior for purely draft ter and rub dry with llannel after
the market on Its hack.’ Corn loaned purposes, sell for less than their broody which ruli with a mixture of turpentine and sweet oil in equal parts.
to a well bred hog Is money at big in- looking congeners from the (due grass.
terest. It is like a mint, wlb'lo the
With the depression of the market
American staple, corn. Is tho bullion, for highly bred horses hundreds of How to t ook Null t oil, t'rroli- Styli*.
Soak one pound of white salt cod
which, put Into the hog, Is transmuted high priced stallions were retiredfrom
into coin. It Is an honest mint and the public stud for lack of ptiblio pat- over night. In the uiotuiing change the
gives sixteenounces avoirdup Is of ed- ronage in tliis state and the mares water several times, says Mrs. Uorer.
ible-material. Properly bred, fed and bred to Jacks instead. The increase in Fat two tahlcspooufuls of linttei'and
Intelligentlyhandled,this autocratic the mule supply failed to depress the two good sized onions, sliced, into a
|M>rker will pay off debts, place a piano mule market, the quality of their get stewing pan. Allow to <-ook until tin*
In the home, a surrey at the door for simply giving prices a stimulus in- onions are soft, hut tin* butter must
yourself and family to ride to town in. stead. While die horse market lias not brown. I'ut on top of this tin; codeducate your boys at the agricultural now recovered and breedingresumed, fish cut into neat pieces. Cover with
college and leave a balance in the bank the iniile market lias as steadily ad- a eup of rice that lias been boiled
for a rainy day."
vanced. There lias never been a time twenty minutes and drained. Four
Champion i’ofnnit-Chliinllonr.
when there was not a good market for over a pint of strained tomato, season
The progeny of the Poland-Chlna the Kentucky mule from the moment witli a level tcaspoonful of salt and a
boar Perfect I Know lias never been lie was foaled until Incapacitated by saltspoonful of pepper, (’over and
defeated when shown in the get of age. but there lias never been a time cook slowly twenty minutes. Carefully
boar class. No boar of the breed has when the demand was stronger than remove a portionof the rice and put in
the present.Despite the failure of all center of your dish. Fut tin* codfish
feed crops and the consequent sacrifice oa top. Stir a tablespoonfulof butter
of both breedingand feeding cattle into the remaining rice and heap it
and other stock, the mule feeders are over the fish. Garnish with chopped
bidding the price of sticking mules up laird boiled eggs and parsley. This
until it promises to reaefc the highest makes a very nice luncheon or supper

SHINGLES
r.-cT

LATH.

PbilFLCT I KNOW.

point since the war. The mule rings
at all the county fairs throughout the
state have drawn more attention than
any other attraction, and no good ones
go unsold. One hundred dollars is
a common price for the host and $C0
the going fare for fifty-twoinch weanlings. Mr. B. F. Guthrie of Shelby
county told me lie bad agents at work
in twenty-eight counties endeavoring
to buy at that price and feared lie
would be unable to fill Ids barns.
While many have perforce in recent
years liceomc more or less mule breeders, some of the richest blue grass
pastures In this state have never
lieon trodden by any but the dainty
hoofs of the mule, smaller even than
those of the thoroughbred, and some

dish.

Him- to Mnke llenn Soup.
There are several different ways of
preparing this, .and that which we like
best, says a Boston Globe correspondent, is to first make si stock by boiling
salt pork five or six hours, one pound
to three quarts of water; renew from
time to time. I take the salt pork, cut
in strips and fry si golden brown In
bottom of soup kettle, then cut an
onion very line and fry in tin* fat; now
add the beans, which have soaked over
night, and the water. Let cook slowly
for five or six hours; then mash

ever attained such great fame .as a sire
of prize winning pigs as he. The illustrationpictures him among the live
great boars now in service in the big
herd of Winn & Mastiu, Mnstiu, Kan.
He Is a son of Chief I Know and is a
renowned ribbon winner as well as an
unexcelled sire. Lamplighter,a son
of Missouri’sHlaek Chief, was the popthrough si hair sieve, season witli salt
ular candidate for yearling honors at
and jieppcr aud serve with littlecubes
One Million feet of l-inch and 2-inch Hemlock
2 million Cedar Shingles, the Intern.'ilional,althoughmissing the
of broad tossed in Hour and fried in
place by one notch. Missouri Sunshine,
a large supply of Pine Lumber, Lath, etc.
deep fat until golden brown. Drain
got by Ideal Black U. S., was chamof the handsomest homes have been
thoroughly before .addingto the soup.
pion at the Iowa state fair.— Breeder’s
built out of the profits in mules. While
Gazette.
Also several car-loads of bone-dry
no animal pays higher for pasturage
How to Cook Ham a la Suvitriu.
Hog Cholera InveMtlKnllona.
and feed thau the highly bred horse This is resiily si delicious way to
PIECE-STUFF,
The work with swine diseases in when he pays at all, no business Is
CEILING,
Pine,
Iowa lias not been entirelysatisfacto- more precarious or requires more cap- cook si ham: Wash tho ham well in cold
BARN BOARDS, Oak,
AND GERMAN SIDING. ry. During 1800 21,000 animals were
water, cover it with cold water and
Yellow
ital and ability to succeed, together
ROUGH SHEATHING,
WHITE PINE,
treated. Of this number 70'/j per cent with a certain preponderance of “luck." soak for twenty-four hours; then wipe
dry. Into si porcelain lined kettle put
DRESSED SHEATHING,
survived, while in nontrented herds
YELLOW PINE
With the mule these elements are
enough cider or champagneto cover
Etc. Etc.
during
the
years
1800
to
1800
only
30
AND HEMLOCK.
largely eliminated. Values are aptin.* ham and simmer gently, allowing
per tent of the hogs lived.
proximatelyfixed. The cattle or hog
fifteen minutes to every pound. ReI'oInnU-C'hiiinTjim-n.
market is feverishcompared vvitli that
Our Immense Ketail Trade Requires a Large and Complete Stock of Building Materials.
The Poland-China,like all other for these Kentucky sugar mules. They move the skin while yet hot, brush the
ham over with beaten egg, sprinkle
breeds of improvedlive stock, lias by are convertible into cash at any mowith dried breadcrumbs and put into
the uncontrollablelaws of nature been ment from birth to old age. No kind
the oven to brown and crisp. Serve
compelled to make many changes dur- of live stock enjoys such immunity
hot, garnishedwith “baby sausages”
ing the past score of years, says D. B. from disease. A dead mule is such a
Cornice Lumber,
Doors. Screen Doors, WinRailway Lead, Heath k Cement,
and stewed French prunes.
Casings.
dow Screens — W heeler's Milligan's Best Prepared.
Perry in Breeder’s Gazette. The fact rara avis that the query, "What be*
Stucco,
Mouldings,
patent), iu s'oek and made
Pure Raw and Boiled Oils,
Hair.
that Poland-China breeders have given | comes of all the old mules?’’ is a coHow to I'kciiIop Oyaters.
Base, Eie. to order.
Glass, Putty. Brushes, etc.
Brick, Etc.
most of their attention to the color nundrum equally unanswerable with
Drain liquor from one quart of oysfad and the showyurd type lias driven that of “Who struck Billy Patterson V”
ters. Four cold water over the oysters
to Hie shambles thousands of (hose It is a popular superstition in KenDO A
PLANING-MILL BUSINESS.
and drain. Season them with salt aud
lengthy,mellow and prolilk* sows that tucky that you cannot kill a mule, and,
Office, 230 River Street, opp. Phoenix Planing Mill,
vero seen fifteen to eighteen years like most oilier popular superstitions,pepper. Butter a baking dish. Fut in
a layer of crumbs, then a layer of oysago. These sows wore discarded lie- none are hardy enough to endeavor Us
HOLLAND, MICH.
ters, thou more oysters ami crumbs in
cause of their having two or three ! practicalrefutation,
layers until ail are used. Have the*
white spots on body and because their
top layer of crumbs mixed
little
ears were a little too heavy. I doubt ‘j
melted butter. Four the oyster liquor
very much if the change from this
over all. Bake twenty minuti > In a
type of sow to tho sow of the present
hot oven.
day lias been an advantage to the ordinary farmers who raise those hogs
How to Soflrn Hurd Water.
for the number of pounds they can
Rotes to
To make hard water soft use an
U one signal which foretells physical
make them attain. The sow of today lias
Goats are not subject to disease like ounce of lime slaked to a thin cream to
decay. Another is pale lifelessskin.
the fancy thin ear and is of the broad
sheep,
but like ail animals they are forty gallons of water. Stir it iu and
The muscles shrink and become flub,
ami short, dumpling variety and fursubject
to starvation, says Samuel allow it to settle for twelve hours. Tho
by; the body l>ecoities emaciated, and
rows as often as the sow of previous
Dodds in Wool Market and Sheep. lime will absorl) the carbon dioxide,
there U an early tendency to round
We keep on years,
but in decidedly too many cases
Points on the
shoulders. The step lucks elasticity,
Providence gave a goat four stomachs, which held the hardening substance,
hand all kinds of ier litterstombIs of twins nml Wplots iL,,,]
t|K,v wm.
t0 lllln for carbonate of lime, iu solution,and if
the nerves become weak; mental and
tlin are unovoti In s si' and .ire opt to notU|,lg s„ |n lnmu(les wllt,rc t:it, thus liberated will fall to the bottom,
physicalactivity are a burden.
l.o tramped on by tin' motlior,as tile hrowst, ls cut olr aflI,r tlll. ,lrst f(,,v and the water will be soft.
This condition is calledA’ervonsDebility; it is cured by the use of
eyes of tills breed have stilTereilmill'll] fl.0Kls nllU ,v|iel,0 tl,(,y „.lvt.„ot acct.s9
and
And All Inland
a order to obtain show-yard eharacter- , ,0 grass (Uk.j. „.m ,akt, gras8 when
How to Mukr Totnlo Croat.
IRON
Into
a half pint of mashed potato
til
|
,
j they can’t get browse) some forage
Southern Winter Resorts,
Hie Jowl has been bred larger and j must ,je |)roVi(i,(|ful- t|K.m. Aml iu beat two tablespooufulsof melted butPUMPS,
As well as points In
heavier and has grown up as well as addition, if they can have a wheat- ter. ti pint of milk and two beaten eggs.
Iron Pipes,
down and covered tho eyes. But do fle,(] 0r ryetidd to graze over- aud a Add enough Hour to tnukt a dough that
They feed the hungry nerves,revive
not uuderstnnume that all families of little grain for the pregnant does along eon be rolled out, season with salt and
the weakened organs and make life
Texas and California,
Drive Well
brighter and sweeter to any man or
the breed are like those described, toward spring, so much the better, it make Into a sheet. Spread over a meat
VI V
woman who has suffered from physical
Ilu re are families that have retained i# well to graduate them on to the dry pie Just before putting it iu the oven.
Points,
drains.
nil of the qualitiesof their ancestors neld Instead of turning them suddenly Bake to a good brown.
I1.U) per I*)*; W botes (with legal
Sewer Pipes and mid have added some very desirablefrom green feed to dry. Any roughgua rauteeto cure or refund the money ),
How to Wuali Woolrna.
FilM. Hook free. J'KAI. MKDICI.NE
polnts-vlz, » nice straight front leg. I ness that wilt do for ‘other stock is!
Drain Tile.
Co., Cleveland,Ohio.
Woolen
goods when washed In soap
standing squarely upon a short, straight good enough for gouts— hny, wheat or'
and water shrink and acquire the odor
Also
deal in
Continuing
until
APRIL
30,
IDW,
tickets
will
foot.
The
hind
leg
Ik
set
squarely
miI oat straw, corn fodder or pea hay
Sold by Heber Walsh, Druggist,Holland.
of the soap. Therefore sleep the artihe on sale from all points on the “ big Pour
A„K,lrIl,.
WINDMILLS. dor tUe ci'iitiTof cacli luim. uiid tlio
cles in a warm solution iff washing soRoute," good for return passage until MAY 31,
;hl""
">!"“• .
..... . ,“"'1 “l<lm . ..... re is
...... prelit hi raisinsAnIDO*.*.
Inis been limb Tlslly
gora g,)ats .essfnlly.T|K,y „K, da for several hours am! then, after the
addition of warm water and a few
Take Advantage of the Low Hates
H>«* a* Food For
sheared twice iii a season in the west,
drops of ammonia, wash and rinse in
and Long Upturn Limit.
In Germany they tested rye as food and the yield of many of the animals
for pigs iu comparison with barley. runs as high as nine pounds. The wool lukewarm water.
For full inforuiHtionand particularsas to
In some cases the pigs refused it alto- Is so much finer and more silky than
rates, tickets, limits,etc., call on agents "big
How to Cleuu Silver.
A FAIR OFFER.
gether, and when given in large that of the common goat or sheep that
Four" Route, or addressthe undersigned.
41) West Eighth St., Holland.
Hub badly discolored spots on silver
amounts
It
was
not
oaten
seadily.
As
We will give the intending student ONK
W. I*. DBPI’K.
It commends a higher price at all times.
with salt before the usual cleansing
Asst. 0. I*. A T. A.
YK Aft'S tuitionFRKK if we cannot show him WABKIIN .1.
a single ration it should not bo conTelephone No. 38.
A UiMid InvvMltiu-nt.
Gen. Pass. A Tkt. Agt
with flannel and chamois. A thick
more students placed in |>erniuiienlpositions as
tinued
long,
and
it ought In all eases to
Cincinnati.O.
The payment of 81,050 for the Ango- paste of prepared chalk aud water
Hook-keepers and Stenographersduring the pa^t
be soaked or carefullyground. It gave
i:. It. A. KKLLl'M, Anderson,Iml.
ra buck Pnslia foliimlihiwould have with a few drops of ammonia or aleo
year than any other Two business Colleges
best resultswhen fed witli other feed- seemed a waste of money to a novice,
COMHINKD In Northern or Western Michigan.
Uplioliitarini;.
hoi added is an excellentsilver pastr
ing stuff that has a larger percentage says American Sheep Breeder, but to
Attend “The West" and get The best Results.
I
do
upholstering
and
can
give
you
of fiber, more protein ami less of the the Indy who bore him triumphantly
Does your Stomach trouble yon? Are your
bKAUTirVLCOMNEHCUL C'ATALOdlJKKlIKE.
How to Make Potato Mince IIhIU.
Bowels regular? Are you billions?
good work at reasonableprices, Gail carbohydrates.It Is not a good conBZAUTim SnoitTUANP CatalouukKiibb.
away to her New Mexico ranch and
g
eures Indigestion, Dysjtcp- or drop si curd and I will look after the
Chop ham very line, add it to mashed
centratedfood for young cattle or herd '.f 800 Angoras there wen* future
D. McLagtilan& Co.
potatoes
and tin* yolk of one beaten
C.
M.
Hanson.
i:illiousue>-s,Headache.
hogs.
dollars for every dime of hi«
15*258. DivisionSt., GitAsn Bahus, Mira.
25c per bottle at llcber WaUh'a Drag Store.
337 W. 10th street, Holland.
egg, form Into balls and fry.

The Scoti-Lugers Lumber Co.
WE NOW HAVE ON HAND ABOUT
Lumber,

HEMLOCK

FLOORING

Cypress and

Yellow

Poplar

FINISHING LUMBER.

SASH

FRAMES

PAINTS

LIME

(

WE

GENERAL

SCOn-LUOERS LUMBER CO.

in

#wr

Winter Tourists

The Blues

PI1MFS!

Cuba, Florida,

Gulf Coast

i
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WOODEN
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BIG FOUR ROUTE.
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Tyler Van

landepnd

LYNCH,

Y«|^p»£0

work.

not

’

Improved
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SATISFACTION GCAF INTEND.

W. R. STEVENSON

tenet if

bw

woeivefi

at Hotel RoUind teat"
Read
hUad.
'The serlesoi revival meetings to be
Rev.
Sobreibar of Grasd Rapids will
conducted by Messrs. Smith and Colpreach
in the Germaa Lutheranchurch
burn, Started laat night.
Sunday afternoon at N/atyoek.
0. I&kbuls of Fremont Centef, mention of whose Illness was made Inst
Mrs. C. Ver Meutea lied at Grand
week* dl^i a few dpys ago. Several 6aven a few days agot aged 67 year*.
She formerly resided it th belly.
from here attended the funeral.

M

increase to 110 In hW pension.

Green Ticket

Anthony Rosbach, who has been conEver have toothache? OaU on a good
ducting a fruit and confectionery store dentist. Read the ad of Devries,the
Hou4xm. on River street has decided to go out of dentist, he can save you money on such

S-A.LE!

BCIBMTiriC OPTIDIAK.
S4

Eut Eifbtb

Street,

businessand

Is

closing out his stock at work.

very low figures.

Ladles should aot mlaa realing the
Mar'rif e licenses were issued a few big ad of Du Mez Broe., on psge 4.
days ago to John H. Moeke of Olive They have an important jacket and
and Miss Anna Elenbaas

N
N
N
N
N
N
N

0 END

of dainty Jewelry.

to Labertui

Kramer

0

0

0

0

of

of Borculo and
Nannlnga and Miss Jennie

Lament.

Ci|)e sale.
Ice cutting has started in earneftutid

The fine new Methodistchurch was work. The ice is of good quality and
limit to our willingnessto show
opened with servicesSunday last. Rev. thickness.
it.
Clarke and the congregationdeserve
Sam G. Jonrs, who was sent from
credit for their untiring zeal in securhere March 28, 1897, to serve seven
question as to the fairness
ing such a handsome place of worth ip.
our prices.
years at Jackf-onfor rape, was paroled
James R. Whelan and Miss Nellie
Tuesday by Gov. Bliss.
Ryder will be married on Tuesday, Jan.equal to our Watch stock.
Do not miss reading the ad of Wil28. The ceremony will take place at
mot
Bros , proprietors the new canGrand Rapids.’ In the evening a redy
and
fruit house at 206 River street.
ception will be held in the parlors of
shortcoming in our guarantees.
They
offer
a great variety for SaturHotel Holland.
John F. Dogger, residing near the

0

repairing too difficult for us.

0

old stock to dispose of.

GEO. H. HUIZINGA out on $500 bail. The
36 E. Eighth St.

report

a

large

state authorities

number of

arrests on

We

Detroit Construction Co. to the G. R.

coats,

We
which

The

ill

broken lines of

are closing out

all

50

Underwear,

etc.

Men’s and Boys’ Suits, Over-

will also close out, within the next 30

go

will also

days, 1,000 pairs Pants

Green Ticket Sale from

in thik

About 200 Shirts, worth 50c, 75c and

SI. 00,

25 to 50 per cent cheaper

choice. Among the
and

St.

18,

shirts are a good

although there are a

lots in our line go at the

lot of 14,

go at 35c each.

will all

Anyone can buy them; none barred; free to all at

35c.

First come,

first

many large sizes, like 16, 16^, 17%

14% and regular sizes.

All the broken

same reduction. White Shirts with fancy fronts,

open and closed; Fancy Negligees in plaids, stripes, etc., and Men’s heavy
Overshirts and Undershirts.
Big sample

line

of

SWEATERS, bought at a

price that will

make them go.

Skating has been fine on the hay this

600

week and hundreds of young people ento President Roosevelt, joy the sport every day aod evening.
which was started at the pro-Boer Care should be exercised however. On
with pneumonia,is improving.
John Elferdink,Jr., conductedservi- meeting at the opera house about three Wednesday one lad got ioto an airhole
and was rescued by means of a long
ces in the Ventura church lust Sunday. weeks ago, was sent to Congressman
William Alden Smith last Friday. It bmrd which was pushed within his
Mrs. C. Ver Meulen, an old and rehad <>40 signatures. Prof. J. T. Ber- reach.
spected residentof Grand Haven, died
Among the furnituremen from this
gen has received word from Mr. Smith
a few days ago aged 07 years.
city who have been attending the semithat the petition had been received.
It is stated that SupervisorWin. 1).
annual meeting of the furnitureabuyers
The G. U. H. & L. M. R’y Co. has
Van Loo of Zeeland is a candidate for
at Grand Rapids lately are George l3.
commeneed.suitagainst the village of
the office of Register of Deeds.
Bummer, J. G. Van Putten, Geo.
Zeeland, through their attorneys Die*
The Grand Haven Tribune says that
Browning. Henry Pelgrim, F. W. Hadkern a & Kolien. t» recover $1,000
ProsecutingAttorney P. H. McBride
den, Henry Bruss, Percy Ray and J. B.
which tho company deposited with the
is again a candidate for that office
Hadden.
village in March 1900, when it secured
Tho I. O. O. F. and Rebekah club a franchise. The company claims it Let us speak of man as we find him,
will have a pedro parly and dance at has complied with the contract but the
And censure only what we can see,
Remembering that no one can he pertheir rooms this, Friday, evening.
village is loth to let the money ffo.

who has been

to

than the regular price.

H. & L. M. R’y Co.

C. Coffees.

Prof. D. Yntema,

means that you can save from 25

firm of

ceased was an old settler of this county.

The

It

ETC.

cents on the dollar.

day.

The new gneery

Mean?

What Does That

Agnes Guild of Grace Epissimilar charges.
copal church will give a progressive
It required $174 worth of documen- carom party at their church parlors on
tary stamps to be affixed to two deeds Thursday evening, Jao. 23. Prizes
executed by Attorney Geo. E. Kolien a will be awarded and a pleasant time is
few days ago. The deeds conveyed the assured. Invitationswill be issued early
real estate of the electric road from the next week.

LOCALISMS.
Drink F. M.

UNDERWEAR,

Van Anrooy
A:
Sons
have
a
new
ad
this
week.
Read
pneumonia, aged 47 years. He leaves
it.
They
have
a
select
stock
of
fresh
a wife and two children.The funeral
took place Tuesday. Mrs. Dugger is groceries.Dry goods are offered at
cost.
also very ill with the name disease.
S G. Burnaby of Hudsonvilledied
C. M. Phartmmbucqwas arrested a
Tuesday
aged 68 years. Ho was the
few days ago on the charge of selling
father of W.G. Burnaby, local agent
imitationbutter. He was bound over
of the Pere Marquette Ry. Co. Deto the next term of circuit court and is
south limits of the city, died Sunday of

Shoes

Suits, Pants, Overcoats, Shirts,

nearly all of the dealers have gangs at

petitioa

pairs

Sample Shoes— men’s, ladies’ and children’s—bought cheap—

sell

cheap.

It is understood that

ONLY THE GOODS MARKED WITH A GREEN TAG

reduced prices.

will be sold at

Do not forget this Sale and

feel sorry

you did not go

Numerous articles not mentioned here will be found
P.

S.— No discount

will be given on the

in time.

in our Green Ticket Sale..

Green Ticket Sale.

W

_

Sale Began Monday, Jan. 6.

fect.

The Young Ladies Aid Society of
Next Monday evening a meeting of
Hope church met with Miss Kiltie the Ninth street H. C. Reformed
Doebburg, East Tenth street,on Wed- church congregation will be held to disnesday afternoon.

cuss the question of organizing

Unless be Uses

together form a new congregation.

thank our customers for their patronage given us during the past year

Haan Bros.

and wish them
Hoard of Kducstiun.

an En-

A three year old daughter of Mr. glish branch from the church. It is
and Mrs M. Bos, a few miles north of possible that those in favor of English
the city, died a few days ago. The fu- serviceswill unite with the same eleneral took place Tuesday afternoon.
ment in the Central avenue church and

We

Rocky Mountain Tea.

a

Happy New Year, and we

assure

them good values for 1902.

'*

Holland. Mifh..Jan. 13,
The Hoard met in regularmonthly wbmoii.
Memberspresent: Trustee* Mubbs, Post, GeerSteketeeand Van Daren.
Absent: Trustees Kretners and Marsiljc.

lliigs,

Lokker-Rutgers

Trustee Mabbs was appointed chairman pro-

John Mceboer, the tailor, has moved
tein.
Next Tuesday from 9 till 10 a. m.,
On motion of Trustee Geerllngs the reading
into the new Van der Worp block, corner of Eighth street and College ave., there will be a big rush at John Van- of minutes and regular order of bu»JneHs was
suspended.
where he will greatly enlarge his busi- dersluis' when he will sell gents grey The committee on claims and accounts repormixed
shirts
and
drawers
for
124
cents
ness.
tep favorably upon the followingbills:
each. John seems to he determinedto DC Heath, supplies .............. f fW
Some of the Grand Haven fishermen
close out all winter goods no matter CentralSchool Sup Us, “ .............30
are agitating the matter of moving the
*' .............. to
what they cost. He has lots of good 1)
fishing industry from Grand Haven unA C McClurg
•*
7 78
bargains which will be well for you to
AmericanHook Co. *•
58 00
less that city gives the fishermena
investigate. Remember sale of above Tyler Van Landegend,..... ........ 2 06
handsome bonus.
J.V H De.longh. •- ...........40 00
underwear is for one hour only.
Mrs. Sam Jones through her attorney
B Steketce. “ ............... 5 18
Don't miss the great manufacturer’s
CitizensTelephone Co, phones. ....... ... 6 00
C. H. McBride, has applied for a disale of womens’- suits, coats, capes, b ias Waverly Stone Co. stone .............. 3 60
vorce. Her husband was sent from here
and jackets, to begin Saturday morn- Ottawa County Times, supplies .........1 50
seven years ago to serve eight years at
Chas S Bert soli, supplies .................6 59
ing, Jan. 18, and to continue for one
Jackson state's prison.
G Bloin, freight and cartage ............19 60
week only, at Du Mez Bros. All their S Llevense.scavenging..................10 00
Students at Hope College will now al- goods of this description are first-class
Board Public Works, light ...... ....... 7 06
so be able to learn the Italian and Span- in every respect and will be sold at just M Kerkhof. suppliesand labor ........ 105 58
48 38
ish languages. It has been decided to one-half the ordinary prices. They of- Hunters ,V Standart
132 W
teach these languagesand Prof. II. fer the greatest opportunityto save Holkeboer .V
Weatherly X Pulte, hal on heating plant. 221 6!)
Veghte will have charge of the bran- money ever given to the people of Hol- Scott-L'igers
Lumber Co, lumber ........ 62 85

Co.

37-39 East Eighth Street, Holland.

till

Gilmore,

Co,

Co,

••
“

IN BUYING

YOUR

Remember
That

all our

goods are

fresh.

in Slatington-BangorSlate Co ............ 60 .1
Anthony Stureinan,wood ............. 4 37

ches.

land and vicinity. Read their ad
Prunes, 5c per lb.
of Fremont was in this issue.
On motion of Trustee Post the several bills Good Coffee 15c lb. and up.
hi» way to consult
Some days ago a trunk valued with were allowed and orders drawn for the same.
the officials of the Zutphen and the
On motion cf Trustee Geerllngs Board ad- Good Tea 35c lb. and up.
its contents at $1,500, was stolen from
Breathe creameries.Mr. Lubbers and the Columbian Transfer Co. at Grand journed.
Holland Herring-, Smoked BloatG. .1. Van Dunes, Sec’y.
others will build a creamery at FreRapids. A man by the name of Assink
ers and Dried Beef.
mont.
was arrested and ho brought the offiCommencing next Saturday, Jan. 18, cers to the place of Jacob Van den
LOG AL JflAR K ETS .
the dry goods firm of Du Mez Bros, will Bosch, a few miles east of Zeeland,
Clc.ilug out our
I’rlvvK Paid to i'annei-H.
commence a sale on ladies’ jackets, where the trunk was found. It was
capes, etc. These goods are certainly
PRODUCE.
left there by Assink who told Mr. Van
Butler, per lb ..........
20
bargains at the prices offered. Read
Ebrb,
per
doa
................................
22
den Bosch the trunk and contents beDried Apples, per lb .......................5-6
their big ad on page 4.
longed to his wife and he desired to Potatoes. t»er bu .......................... 70
!

A. A. Lubbers
town this week on

Dry Goods

now Cuptain Albert Beckman.
Mr. Beckman who has been aboard
steamers on the bay, on the Holland &
Chicago run, and on other lines, has
passed a successfulexamination and
this week secured his pilot papers.
It is

leave it there till spring.

AT COST

Beaus, baud picked,per bu .............. 1.40
Onions .......................................
65
WlnterAppIcB—
................1.00

good

James A. Latta, son of Prof. P. A.
GRAIN.
Latta of Suugatuck and a brother of Wheat, per bu ....... ....................85
Mrs. W. C. Walsh of this city, was Oats, per bu. while ...................... 45
Bye .................................... 56
married to Miss Christine Webber of BuckwheatpcrBu .........................
flo
Corn, per bu ................... ....... 54
Portland, this state, on Wednesday. Barley, per 100 .............................. I 00
Cor. Central Ave. and 16th Street.
Gorrit Steketoc has »o!d his shoe bus- The groom is assistantcashier of the Clover Seed, per bu .......................... 4 50
Timothy seed, per bu. (to cousuweis) ....... 3.00
iness at U.'IB River street to A.
. Brink.
Peninsular Savings bank of Detroit.
Successorsto G. M. Van TuKborgcn.
BEKK, PORK, ETC.
The latter will conduct a wholesale and Tho bride is a daughter of John A. Chickens, dressed,
tier lb ..............
to
CitizensPhone 385.
retail wall paper businessand will prob Webber, senior member of the hanking Chickens, live, per lb ....... ..........6 lofl
Spring Chickens live ...........
ably carry on the shoe business with it. Qrm 0f Webber & Son. Mr. and Mrs. Turkeys live ....................
per lb ...................
A good trade in that line will no doubt Heber Walsh and Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Tallow,
Lard, per lb .....................
Beef,
dressed,
per lb ...............
5 to g
b> built up.
Walsh attended from here.
Pork, dressed,per lb ......................
flvt
R.
Mutton,dressed,per lb .............. 6tf to7H
At a meeting of the Suugatuck and
At the annual congregational meet- Veal, peril) .............................. to. 07
Ganges PomologiealSociety held at ing at Hope church a few evenings ago Lamb ..... .................................
8
Ganges a few days ago, the opinion of Charles A. Dutton, H. Boers, C. M. McFLOUR AND FEED.
Price to consumers
those present was that peach buds were Lean and C. H. Howell were elected
Bay ......................................
(10
injured to some extent and that there elders and Geo. A. Souter, G. Van Flour, "Sunlight,"patent, per barrel ........ 5 20
Flour*“ Daisy,"straight, per barrel ..........« 80
were from <50 to 90 per cent good buds, Sclielven,Geo. Van Landegend, Dr. B.
Ground Feed 30 per hundred, 24 00 per tun

Van

Amy

& Sons

\.

DR.A.C.V.

6

.

GILMORE
DENTIST.

1

on grocer es will- be made to interest

Meal, unboiled, 1.25 pet huudred,2300 per Plate, Crown and Bridge
Dunning and W. H. Corn
Work
ton.
Wing were elected as deacons. The Corn Meal, oolted 3.20 per barrel.
of all kinds.
MlddlJnKH,.1.20
per hundred 22 O per ton.
report of the treasurer Wm. Brusse, Bran 10 per hundred, 20.0 iperton
Gold and Plastic Fillings.
Linseed
Meal
ll.io per hundred.
showed that the new church cost $11,Over
Ed. Vaupell’s Harness Shop.
Hides.
041.64 and that over $5,000 cash had
Prices paid by theCappon& Bertsch Leather Co
HOLLAND.
been raised to apply on the church and No. 1 cured hide ...........................
8H
“ 1 green hide ...............................7H
nearly $5,000 more had been pledged. ** 1 tallow ...............................
4ftc
The fine new pipe organ costing $2,800
Buy your Fountain Pens of C. A. SteWool.

you.

is

according to varieties.
If

you arc looking for a special sale in

the grocery line, read the ad of the
City Grocery, H. W. Van der Lei proprietor.

He

advertises a special sale

on Saturday, Jan. 25. On that day coffee will be

served free and the prices

OTTAWA COUNTY TIMES

J. De Vries, Fred

'

1

nearly paid for.

Unwashed ...............................IS to 15c venson, the Jeweler.

This Year.

m

SUPPLEMENT TO

mm
cm
__

HOLLAND, MICH.

FRIDAY, JANUARY

17, 1008.

don

room bd4
even the electric light (though
the candle comes out tnimphnnt,curifog gets into your inmost

baffles

ously the densest fog at sea does not
disturb the saloon or the stateroom.
Why is that?

The word “fog” has not been traced
farther back than the sixteenth cenANIMALS THAT TRAVEL.
tury, but tbe thing was known in the
OpoMnma Flocking to New York from early years of the fourteenth.The
How to Moke o Doll’s Choir.
commons, with the prelatesand nobles
Boatk-MigrntioM of Bqnlrrele.
Very pretty and strong little chain
Acoordlngto men who have hunted visiting London for the parliaments for dolls may be made Inexpensively at
and trapped in the mountains of Dela- and on other occasion!, united to peti- home In tbe following manner:
ware, Ulster and Sullivan Counties, tion Edward I. to compel the burning ,6aw off the two ends of a largo spool
New York, for very many yean there only of dry wood and charcoal, as the Hammer four fine-pointednails In od
has occurred within the last dozen growing use of sea coal corrupted the the under side, for tbe legs of the chair.
yean a veritable invasion of those air with its stink and smoke, to the Next put in six nails on the tipper tMa
moontains by the opossum from re- great prejudice and detriment of In a semi-circle to form tbe back. Thua
ftoos farther south. Ten yean ago health. In 1300 the King prohibited the you have a firm foundation as In tha
•there was scarcely one of the animals use of coal; heavy ransom and fines sketch No. ].
’to be found In the State. Then they be* were Inflicted for disobedience; in the
Now for the upholstery.
San to appear, being numerous in one case of recalcitrant brewers, uyera With a ball of fine wool or yarn, In
section one season and pushing on a and other artificers the furnaces and one color or variegated, begin at the
kilns were destroyed.But the restriclittle farther north before the next.
tion
was evidently removed, for In 1308
Their coming has been welcomed by
the banters and trappers, but not by 1200 (probably equal to about 14,000
the farmers. The latter find the opos- now) was paid from the exchequerfor
sum a nuisance, as it has a liking for wood and coal for the coronation of Edpoultry and eggs. It will crawl into a
hen coop, drive a setting hen off her
nest and eat the eggs which the farmer
waa counting on to make broilers. It
prowls in the woods where most of the
turkey nests are made and robs tboee.
It is an eaay matter to trap the animal, for It seems to have none of the
abynsaa of the fox and raccoon, and
will walk into the most obvious steel
trap, box trap, or deadfall.When
caught It Is only moderatelyvaluable,
its skin being worth a little more than
that of the muskrat. It is hunted
chiefly at night, as coons are hunted,
dogs being trained to follow it and
bark in a peculiar manner when It is
treed.

The migration of different sorts of

game

is nothing

new.

Stories of the
migrations of squirrels are as old as
the first works on natural history, and
their journeyings from part to part of
the United States are well known. The
most remarkable feature about squirrel migrations Ilea In the method they
sometimes employ in crossing water.
They have been known to put piece.*
of bark Into the water and drift on
these in the current of a river until
until brought close enough to the bunk
to jump off. 'They sometimes disdain
all such cautious methods of crossing
water and swim as boldly as muskrats.
The mountaineers of eastern Tennessee and western North Carolina, says
the New York Times, believe that the
scarcity of deer on their old hunting
grounds is due to the fact that the animals have migrated. They do not mean
by this that they left one at a time as
thf country became settled, but declare
that they were numerous a dozen years
ago when the country was no wilder
than It Is today; that there came a'season when the deer tracks,with few ex-

ward

II.—
vertiser.

New

York Commercial Ad-

RECENT JUDICIAL DECISIONS.
A shareholder in a bank
Richardsonvs. OUver (C. C.

is held in
A. 0th C.),

03 L. R. A. 113, not to be precluded by
reason of his relation to tbe bank from
recovering back a deposit fraudulently taken by the

bank when

insolvent.

03 L. R. A. 221, to be entitladto the
posRexKlon of the body for pnrposes of
burial, and It is also held that one cannot by will confer any rights as to tbe

liable for services rendered in tutoring

a doll's chair— fig. 1.
during vacation time bis minor sou
who lives with and is supportedby
' top of one leg, just under the seat, and
him, where the father is not consulted
wind round and round it tightly and
about and does not consent to the
smoothly. On arriving at tbe end, turn
employment.
back and wind over again to the top.
Entries in tbe books of a partnership Now carry tbe wool over to the opposite
are held, in Chick vs. Robinson (C. C. leg and proceed in the same manner unA. Gth C.), 02 L. R. A. 833, to be ad- til all four are completely covered.
missible against a specialpartner who,
Next, wind the wool over and under

executive office, and the President is
him frequently each

day to consult him regardingofficial
engagementswhich have been made by
him, to seek information and advise
with him upon some matter under consideration, or, at a moment’s notice, to
bring papers and data in some case demanding immediate attention.
in fogs.

would,” replied Net-

raisinsin

It.

MeaninK

of

“M. D.”

“Mamma,” queried little Ethel, “what
does M. D. mean after a doctor's

single pint of water will burst a

a well-knownlaw of physics that the
pressure exerted by liquids increasing
in proportion to their depth. Suppose,
therefore,that we have a strong cask
filled with water and standing on end.
The staves of this cask may be made
to burst apart by adding a very small
is

Edison, Boy Editor.
Edison, the “wizard,” has
been so long associated with his wonderful inventions in electricity that a

Thomas

Very Doubtful.

“So your new play is

called

good many forget that he was ever a
telegraph operator for a living, and still
fewer know that he ever was an editor.
Edison was a boy who used his eyes to
‘Trumps.’ "—Philadelphia Bulletin.
good advantage. When he was forced
Pilling*'Peculiar Plight.
out into the world at the early age of
“Pilllngs’recent hunting trip had a 12, he went as train boy on the Grand
touch of poetical justice In It.”
Trunk Railroad in Michigan. Even
“How was that?”
then be was dabbling in chemistry in a
‘Trumps?’ ”

am in hopes when the managers are in doubt they will play
“Yes; I

,

“He went after ducks and got ducked.”— fMevelandPlain Dealer.

CARE OF YOUNG STOCK.

When young

stork is

left

It

quantity of water to
in the cask.

what

is already

As the cask is already full some way
of adding the water must be devised.
To do this a bole is bored in the end
or head of the cask and a long tube of
small diameter is inserted upright. At
the upper end of the tube is a small

continueuntil they attain their fan
size, when they go a little deeper and
pupate, coming out Id time through
holes bored to the surface, aa adult*
winged beetles. The effect on a tree
of a number of these borers usually
leads to its death. The beetle Itself
is little more than one-sixteenth of an
inch long, somewhat cylindrical,almost black in color, and is covered
with minute punctures or pits. It belongs to the family of scolytidae or
bark borers. The Insect seema to pro*
fer to work on trees that are in an
unhealthy condition,hence ono should
strive to keep all trees healthy and
vigorous.When a tree is but allgntly
attacked, the bark may be pared out
where the tunnels are, or the trees
coated with a whitewash mixed with
Paris green or arsenic.This wash Is
said to be an excellent preventative.
If a tree is badly attacked, the cheap*
est and best way is to cut it out aud
burn it. If there happens to be a poor*
worthless tree in the orchard, it is a
good plan to girdle it in midsummer to
induce the beetles to lay their eggs In
it, and then cut it down and burn It
before the beetles emerge, which Is
said to be about the middle of June.
Several broods of Insects are matured
in one season.

At a meeting of the Missouri Valley
HorticulturalSociety,one of the members gave a description of his method
of keeping apples. His cellar is 80x40
feet, and about eight feet deep, built
of stone. Hs sets the barrels (without heads i one on the other, three
high. The cellar has a large double
door in the end and regular temperature is maiutained by opening and
closing this. He opens at night to admit cool air and closes in the day time,
and by this process a comparatively
uniform temperature is maintained.

The upper story cannot be kept as
cool as the lower, and in this he keeps
the apples that are to be sold before

the holidays. In building such a
structure he advises the use of stone
in the lower part, but wood for the
upper, as it can he kept cooler.
feres with growth.
Another member reportedthat la
his cellar he could keep from 3,000 to
CORN A PROFITABLE CROP.
4.000 bushels of apples. He first
In the eastern states, where dairying sprinkled a solution of coperas, then
Is a large industry, more land may piled the apples in bins as high as
be devoted to corn, not for sale or possible. Upon being asked for his
he said
exportation, but to feed on the farm .opinion on ventilation,
---------- --------- tha
from the silo, or as to grain to the I they di(1 n°t want too much; that
cattle and hogs and thus save pur- was llis experience that the apples e;
- to
* 1 posed to the air. rotted worse tha
chasing. For the protein needed
balance the ration, clover or alfalfa those in the middle. Apples left ii
may be grown for roughage, and soy piles have a greasy coating formei
beans will give the protein concen- on the outside,and if they once read
this stage they are comparatively fre
trate required.
These crops should make the dairy from rot. This coating is formed ii
farmer almost independent,as little from six weeks to two months, am
bran would be required.Then let most of the rotting is done durini
him weed out his dairy, keeping no this period. The cellars should hi
cow that does not give over 6,000 sprayed frequently to stop all fungui
pounds of milk, or make 300 pounds of growth. He also advocated buildini
houses over springs, as th
butter in a year. Corn,
in ray
my opraopin- storage
i, jii
---- ° ----- ---- -----•
ion, cannot be grown in the middle flow of water keep the house coc
and eastern states in competition with 311,1 a,so B,ve sufficient ventilation.
the great west, for shipment The
FARM HINTS.
grain and stover must be utilizedon
You cannot keep the poultry hous
the farm and marketed in live stock
or dairy products, to make the corn too clean.
crop profitable to the farmer of the
If you keep six cows it will pay yo
Ohio valley or the older eastern to have a hand separator.
states.— Orange Jv.dd Farmer.
There is not much profit in fatter

•

i

funnel, into which water is poured until HANDLING SHEEP WITH PROFIT.
the tube becomes full, and when that
I have a flock of about fifty ewes
point is reached the cask will burst.
and keep them in a house 24x36 feet.
This seems almost incredible, but it This house is well ventilated,dry and
is only a demonstration of the law that I never allow my sheep to get wet durhas been cited. When the water is ing the winter, if I can help it. I have
poured into the tube it unites with the heft results with lambs born during
water in the cask and the depth of the January and February. If the temwater is several times as great as it perature is low all this time, so much
waa In the cask alone. The fact that the better. My single lambs average

ing pigs for spring porkers.

Don't neglect to give the pig-pe;
a coat of whitewash as often as r«
quired.

Avoid churning cream at a too hig!
temperature, lest you injure the flavo
and grain of the butter.

Keep the stables free from foil
odors and filth of all kinds. Milk at
sorbs these things very readily.

Each cow should be milked by th
only a small quantity of water ten pounds apiece. When dropped I
in the tube makes no difference, for it am on the lookout and transfer ewes same milker so far as practicable,an'
Is now all one body, and its depth is and lambs to a basement pen with a should have gentle treatmentalways
gauged from the top of the tube to the temperatureof thirty-five to forty and
Don’t, dear dairyman, think of alio*
above.
bottom of the cask.
ing any one to touch the butter b;
As a matter of fact, this experiment The ewe gets a quart of oats per hand during the process of makinl
is only an artificial reproductionof day and when the lamb is seven days it.
what we know takes place in nature. old it is docked, and if a ram is cas- Milk at the same, hour every da>
Some of her greatest convulsions are trated. I provide a box stall with a and milk clean. There is more in thi
creep and in this I keep a supply of
caused by this very process. Suppose,
than some farmers are willing to ad
oats, so that the lambs can get at
mit.
for example, that there Is a great mass
it when desired.I continue feeding
of rock, under which there is a cavity
Warm quarters must he provide)
them oats after grass comes. By this
filled with water that has no outlet.
for pigs in winter, or there is a wast
treatment January and Februarylambs
Suppose, moreover, that there is a crack
of food to keep up the warmth, am
sell at five cents a pound when six
extending from the surface of the
growth is checked.
months old. They generally average
ground through this mass of rock to the
Is any one prepared to deny tin
1U0 pounds per head. My ewe lambs
water-filled cavity underneath.
kept over are sheared in July. During statement that a ton of well cured am
A rock in this condition is a common the season of ’98 I reservedtwenty well kept corn fodder is not worth a
thing in nature, the crack being caused
ewes. These were sheared in July, much to feed as a ton of hay?
by some disturbance of the earth, or the smallest one producingtwo and
Don't try to keep any more hog
by its splitting in the natural order of one-half pounds of wool. My flock than you can properlycare for. J
things. Now when it rains enough to was sheared the last of March in 1899, few well kept are more profitablethai
fill that crack, thus increasingthedepth
a few of the lambs at twelve months a large number improperly kept.
there

is

In short, lie had footgearfor all sorta of of water in tbe cavity, the pressure will
weather,
become so great that the rock will be
“Afraid he'll never become an expert,
For ail sorts of places and all sorts of torn into 100 fragments.
eh?"

ma’am.

LEAN HOGS.

with older stock. A common result
Showed.
Is
stunted growth. Good shelter
Mamma— Tommie, I’m glad to obshould be providedduring the winter
serve that you have given your little
months, and separate from that of
sister the largest piece of cake. It
Older stock, or at least so arranged
shows you are charitable.
that the young things may not be anTommie— No, it doesn't, mamma. It
noyed, for continuedfear preys upon
shows that tbe small piece bad the most
the young animal’s system and inter-

What

strongly built iron-hooped oaken cask
as quickly as though a dozen pounds of
gunpowder were exploded within it. It

laboratory fitted up in one end of the
baggage car, but as a seller of papers
Sea Miat and London Gloom Have
be kept his eyes open and finally deA woman’s reason may not be con- cided to edit and print a paper of his
Nothing In Common.
The fog of London and the fog of the vincing, but it often terminates a fool own. He bought some old type, mansea alike discomposetraffic,and omni- discussion.
aged somehow to get an old printing
tmses and steamships alike have had to
Some women's chief aim in life seems press and there in the same baggage
Jay to for safety. But while the Lou- to be to attract, contract and detract
car which held his little laboratory he

DIFFERENCE

it

golf, but he’s awfully disheartened.”

suit meseP,

VS.

Those who advocatetbe advantages
to the highest round of the ladder
unless he also develops stability of of hogs with less tat and more lean
character and tenacity of purpose.— are correct, so far as market prices
are concerned; but where a farmer
Minneapolis Journal.
has plenty of corn, it will pay him to
Nettie Miaeed the Point.
sell fat hogs, for the reason that fat
“I always have ray lessons better can be produced at less cost than musthan any of tbe girls in my class, mam- cle. and also because a fat hog rema,” said 0-year-oldNettie.
moves less fertility from the farm than
•Tm glad to hear It, Nettle,”rejoined a lean one. Much depends u|Km the
her mother. “But don’t you think it corn crop, however, as well as the
would aound better if some one else market price of corn.
said It?”

the StrouiceMtCask.

affi-

—Philadelphia Press.

FAT HOGS

man

A

davit stating that the capital specified
in the certificate has been paid in. An
extensive note to this case reviews the
authoritieson partnership books of account as evidence.

at his fingers’ ends, says Success, the

likely to send for

as Edison succeeded in doing. All tbe
ability In the world will not take a

of the capital at tbe time of filing the

make me stay. 01

details of all the officialbusiness of the

the bodies of the animals when he
does not provide warm quarters.
Heat must be procured from fuel of
some kind, and the animals must have
the fuel or fall off in weight aud prounusual ability wbo could have kept to dnctlon. Warm quarters save food
the track he believed he should travel, sad prevent diseases.
This tame career represents yean of
poverty, difficulties,ridicule, hard luck
all the way round and Innumerable
trials and obstacles,and it is an unusual character as well as a man of

Under Certain ConditionH It Will Burnt

ute, which made that depend in part
upon the payment by him of his share

times,
To deal with this heterogeneous mass
“Quite the contrary. He’s so small For all sorts of ventures in all sorts of
way as to best serve the ends
climes.
of both business and courtesy, while he's afraid he won’t have room to wear
all the medals he’ll win.”— Philadelphia Yet Sir Lionel StuyvesantPeter von
economizinghis own time and easing
Toots
Press.
the strain on the President’s personal
Was that kind of a person whom nothing
attentionby selectingthe really importNot to Be Coerced.
quite suits;
ant from tlie trivial quest— sorting the
Mrs. Hausekeep— What made you And all day he would sit in his large
grain from the chaff— giving offense to leave your last place?
easy chair,
none, and sending all away with pleasApplicant— Tls Insultin’ ye are, Uncertain which ones 'twould he proper
to wear.
ant words and smiling faces, requires ma’am! OlTl hav’ ye know that nothendless resources of tact and good judg- in’ or nobody could make me 1’ave or —St. Nicholas.

also expected to keep

has made him the master inventor of
the nineteenth century.

his partnership liability under the stat-

in such a

The secretaryis

No fanner will burn corn or hay
In a stove, In order to keep his animals warm in winter, but he burns
extra quantities of such materials in

all and started out on the career which

by statute, is given tbe privilegeto ex- the seat diagonally between the oppoamine into the state and progress of site corners, then wind It across from name?”
tbe partnership concerns and to advise side to side, then from back to front
“I know,” exclaimed her small brothas to their management, to show the
er. “It means ‘money down.’ ”
time of the payment of money into the
firm by him and on the question as to
POWER OF A PINT OF WATER.

toward the south and that
were all gone, while
floMt Beef Rare, Please 1
reports coming up from the great pine
“Times have changed,”said the resforestsof Georgia and Mississippitold taurateur, “and the tastes of people
of an unusually large number of the with It This is the day of a roast beef
animals.
taste in women. Fact I assure you!
“Now, it has long been the rule with
IS PRESIDENT'S RIGHT HAND.
the man in doubt as to what he should
Secretaryto the Chief Executive Hum order from the bill of fare, to comproMany and Ardnona Duties.
mise on a little prime beef— rare, if you
The position of secretary to the Pres- please. But the women ordinarilywent
ident of the United States is an arduin for the patties, the souffles and anyous one. In the rendering of its multithing else, fixed and fancy, no matter
tudinous services it calls for the busihow Indigestible.At present,however,
ness qualifications
of a methodical and
about every other woman who comes in
systematicclerk, in the performance at luncheon times wants roast beef. This makes a well padded seat, the
of the daily routine of officialwo k, and
And she puts up a howl if it’s not red same on top and underneath. To pad
the finesse of a practiced diplomatIn
tbe back, the wool is woven in and out
and juicy.
meeting and satisfactorilyadjusting
over the nails, back and forth, until tbe
“I don’t know what to attributethe
situationswhich naturally come before
change in taste to,” continued the res- whole is well covered when the end is
him as an Intermediary between the taurant man, accordingtp the New secured and cut neatly off. The result
President and an assorted public,each
York Times, “unless it is the fact that is all that can be desired,neat strong
individualof which believes himself en- the fashion for athletics and the great- and pretty. Care must be exercised in
driving the nails Into the spool ends. If
titled to a portion of the time and iner indulgence in outdoor pastimes is
too hard or too thick they may split the
terest of the chief executive.
developing a hardier race that needs
The task of handlingand answeriug more substantialnourishmentthan the wood.
the White House mail is in itself no old-time hothouse type of women.”
A Dilemma.
small one, the President receiving from
Sir Lionel Stuyvesant Peter von Toots
Large
Alaska
Nugget.
200 to 1,000 letters a day. Important
Had one hundred and ten pairs of beauor not, each of these communications The largest nugget ever found in
tiful boots;
receives due attention, the secretary Alaska is tk#one picked up by Edward Bluchers and Wellingtons,Hessians and
Jacks,
carefully sorting and classifyingthem; Johnson, of Ishpeming, Mich., while
presenting some to the personal atten- working on Discovery, Anvil Creek, Round toes and pointed toes, russets and
blacks,
tion of the President, referring others about four miles from Nome, on a claim
High-lows
and buskins, of each a full
belonging
to
the
Pioneer
Mining
Comto the department or person to which
store.
each properly belongs, while all receive pany. It weighs ninety-seven ounces
Top-boots and sandals and gaiters gacourteous acknowledgmentfrom the and is valued at $1,552. Johnson was
lore,
working on the night gang and found Balmorals and Congress, strapped, butPresident’srepresentative.
The secretary is also required to meet' the great nugget early in the morning
toned, and laced;
and dispose of the numerous visitors of Sept. 14 while putting a post under With the finest of silk they were tnssded
and faced;
who call on the President at times not the sluice box. He was alone at the
set aside for his public receptions,and time and could, it is claimed, easily Bathing, golf, tennis and bicycle shoes,
Worsted-workedslippers of marvelous
whose business ranges all the way from have kept the rich find.
hues,
that relative to the appointmentof a
Dancing pumps, too, of bright patent
Looking Ahead.
Supreme Court Judge or the Governor
leather—
“Yes, Sawdorf has begun playing

ment.

DIS-

EASE.

Bobbie— Then what is the use of send- to pick up its food here and there,
ing missionaries to a place where the |nat as it can get it, it fares badly;
kids are all angels?
and this is a chance when it is fed

A father is held in Peacock vs. Linton (R. I.), 03 L. R. A. 192, not to be

and an

WARM QUARTERS PREVENT

hanced.

dispositionof his dead body.

the next year they

ing of the Presidential autograph for
a school girl’s album.

Edison by this time bad three boys

Young stock is often too much netle. “I’ve got such a bad cold I can't
say it very well.”
(looted. .It is looked upon as something of little present value, but to
Why Bend MiMsionnrlcn?
bo of value bye and bye. Hence, it is
Bobble (trying to quiet his baby sis- loft to shift for itself, and this, too,
ter)-Say, mamma, is it really true that
during the very period in its existence
babies in China never cry?
when it should be most cared for and
Mamma— I have no reason to doubt it, whan Its future value can be most endear.

The next of kin of a deceasedperson is held in Enos vs. Snyder (CaL),

certificate of partnership

away from the brood chamber an#

working for him as assistants and
many a boy would have been satisfied
with this. Not so Edison. He left it

“Yes, I guess

ceptions, led

of a turbulent territoryto the obtain-

printed his Grand Trunk Herald. Ht
had no assistantsbut tbe baggagemen
and brakemen, and bis news was naturally only railway gossip, but nevertheless his little3-eent publication became very popular and was noticed by
tbe London Times.

The Trial of GeaiiiH.
"John, dear,” she said, in her sweet,

shearing eleven pounds. I keep
A very good substitute for skin
Shropshiresand like them.— P. B. milk for pigs in winter is fine whoa
Dietes in New England Homestead.
middling, with a tablespoonful of lin
seed meal to each quart of the por

THE FRUIT BARK BEETLE.

ridge.

A gallon of petroleum and a gallon
Considerable interest has been
affectionatevoice, which she only used
aroused in not a few fruit growing lo- of machine oil will make a mixture that
on rare occasions, “are you well up
calities over the depredations of what will kill the lice on hogs. Mix it
with your Christinas work?”
is known as the shot-hole borer. The thoroughly and apply in a thin spray
“Pretty well,” he sighed,as he put a
following extracts taken from a re- on the infested animals.
period to a poem which hud almost glv
Breeding ewes should be fed at all
port on this pest by Professor R. H.
en him nervous prostration. “Why dc Petit, State Entomologistfor Michi- times so as to keep themselves aud
you ask?”
gan, will probablybe of interest and their lambs in healthy growing condi“Because,dear, I’m afraid you are valuable to many who have or are lia- tion and the early lambs should be
undermining your health, aud I want ble to come in contact with this pest forced by means of extra food given
you to take a recess and write me a The first intimation of the trouble is to the ewes.
abort story to pay for my new dress, a the discovery of numbers of small
Corn stalks,well cured, are a good
couple of poems for my hat and gloves, drops of gum exuding from punctures roughagefor cows, but where they are
a good, stirring campaign song that In the body or limbs of peach, plum, the principal feed, corn or corn meal
will bring in enough for a ton of coal cherry or apple trees. A closer ex- should go with them. Give a ration of
and one- or two of those darling love aminationreveals a small round hole carrots and mangels, with a sprinkling
poems for some lard and a sugar-cured a little less than one-sixteenth of an of meal. It will pay.
ham; and ham, dear, is only 12 cents a Inch in diameter under each drop of
A Wealthy Russian Magnate.
gum. If the outer hark around the
pound!”—Atlanta Constitution.
Prince Yousupoff,a Russian maghole be removed or pared away, a
Perfunctory.
mall burrow will be found to extend nate of great wealth, has a moat magMinnick— What is ‘De mortuis nil nisi for a longer or shorter distance in the nificentcollectionof diamonds, which
bonum,”' anyway?
layer between the wood and the bark, is one of the most valuable in Europe.
Slnnlck— That’s merely a quotation sometimes branching considerably.
One of the collection,valued at 2,500that people use just before they begin
These burrows or galleries usually 000 roubles, is kept at his fine estate
to say something unkind about a de- exhibit a definite arrangement when at Mlkhailovsk,another at Arkhancarefully examined. There is an egg gelsk, near Moscow; but the most vaL
parted friend.”—Philadelphia Press. •
chamber, along the sides of which the nable of all is at the Yousupoff palOld age is most pitiful when it givei eggs are laid. When the young grubs
ace at St. Petersburg. The latter it
those who reach it the air of a whipped
hatch they commence boring a tunnel especiallyrich in historicstones.
dor
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Waralag Mate

te tea Par*4sste»4*
thoaghtfalncM for otboro—lot no All col*
tivAte it That spirit waa well illuatratod wbra the Birkenheadwaa wrecked
Jen poor man then a
on the rocks and all knew she must go
“'rich machine.
down, Many aoldiera were on board. Tho
Ir/*— 1
Prayer
drum sounded, end the soldier* fell into
jr /UsJ: .teKlBr sound of "thank
line. The women nnd children worn §01
you” as much as
off in the boot*. Then the commander of
of "please."
tho ship said, "Let all thoee who cat
swim strike out for the boats. No,
Crooked living
lyttm of rowarte at w«U •• of paoiak* said Captaii Wight of tho Ninety tat
makes the cross
joy standing out on tbe aoutb aide of a
Highlanders; "it yon do that, you Win
barbed wire fence to eat your mealfc
mta.
Christian.'
Whoa too koar a food aomoa, atop oink tko boats in which the women and
when the wind la blowing at the rate
Diversities In
children
nw."
The
brave
men
kept
to
after tbo koaodictteaaad toU tko paitor,
of forty or fifty mile* an boor from tiie
truth
are not dithoo^i you nom taw kla beforo tkat their poet, nnd Just aa the ship waa about
northwestin the winter? No, I guess
vergencies.
day. “Your twmta did wo food." Wbeu to make Its last plunge they fired n salute
not! Can you expect a cow to make
a uxockanicdots a food pioco of work, to thoee in the boats. What sinking of
Uniformity is not essential to unity.
you money when served In that way?
self In thougktfolneaafor otbew.
tell Urn it U well doae. When a phy
Every act haa a cause and la a cause.
Many years age two men entered tea
Then, ramming up all of this, tbe cow
aidaa briaft you out of a perilona Wmust be at perfect ease and comfortThe Irreverentreceive no revelation.
aoea, atop kirn la the ttioot aad ay, largoot locomotiveworkohope In Phiadte*
“Doctor, you tarod «y Ufa.” Wh«you phis. They wtte treated In a very indtt*
ably situated and have kind treatment
dOtpyilCtt,Lotto Kloytek,
Tbe heedlees Ufa will not be weediest.
In order to give good results.
Mfl tUa diteourseDr. Talmafe urfea hear of a bualaeee waa la aowo hoary forest way and were alio wed to depart
A passive church aoons passes away.
I thaufktfulneM for other* andjhowt •tseea of fiaaadalwoate hdtfaf frailer without any ehow of court—. They
Throwing
the
B«U.
went into other shop*, and no especial
craft
late
the
harbor,
fk
late
hi*
count*
U*e
of
Preservatives*
Conduct shows the content of charac• haw a bealfaant iplrlt may bo foeattention waa given them. After awhile
Put a halter on. Take a aonnd orTbe committee of tbe British Local ter.
tael; text, I. Peter U., a ‘•Be courtoeua.- inf tooui aad any, **I hear you hare boon
la an aft when bluntneea hat beta helping yow follow buaiaoeamaa to out- the two men entered a •mailer ehop^and dinary cart rope, make a loop at one Government Board has been for two
Fretfulneas Is the cause of fearfulthe oven— took front pains In ahowtef jiad and pass It over the bead and let
Ml in Ini aa a rhtue it may bo acetal ride the tempHt of a panic, and I came
year* Investigatingtbe subject of pre- ness.
them everything and how they wrought
la
to
tb—
h
you
for
the
food
adrico
you
ft rest- dote around the neck, low servativesand coloring matter in
4a eslel oat of the moat beautiful of all
tad on what plan the ahopo were run.
Jesus is the master-keyof the uniflteiegral family of fracee-oourtov.It fare and to let you know that all food
down, like a collar; bring the rope te foods, and their report does not Indl
Tho
two
visitors
were
agent*
of
tho
Cor
verse.
Ifipacioutaett, deferenceto the wiahet dtiioBs appreciatewhat you hare been
the
near
tide,
ptM
It
over
the
back
cate tbe danger from tbelr use that
of Ratal*, and thoee shop* were trano*
if ethen, food aunaen, affability,will* doiaf.” Go down the atieet towwnow
The heart that slugs, winga Itaelf to
Just behind tbe abonldert,bring It an- bad been feared by the alarmlats.They
i^oaa to deny ourtolroaaomewhat for and thank aomebodj. There are hua- ferwd to St. Feteraburg,and that polite
heaven.
man
that
bertowed
such
attention
wan
deraeath
the
cheat
and
paaa
It
under
name as these presen^tives four
the adrantafeof otheru,urbanity*But drode of people who nerer fet thanked
called to build the locomotive*for *11 the
and then abave the rope, to aa to make dasaet, borax or boric add and Hi
Sincerity Is the one great aecret of
Mhai ia the uao of my deflninf the trace at all. Plenty of terete critidtm,plenty
Of courteay whoa wo all know to well of fault fmdinf, plenty of mittaterpreta- railroad* of Basel* and had forton* af- g loop around tbe cheat; carry the rope compound!, sulphurousadd and sul success.
tion, plenty of depredation, but aa to ter fortune roll in upon him. Ocurteay
back, paaa It over the loin* and bring phltes, taUcyllc add or its soda salt,
pihat It
'
The gloomy church preaches a sunfratitude—
the is t mighty force Ia temporal things aa It underneathtbe belly, close to tbe
courteayla born in the heart gnuwur— that
u*k It
w a market* la
— which
-which !• more soluble,and formaline less heaven.
well
aa
in
apliitual
thligs.
hy'the power of the Holy Ghott, who haa supply doet not equal the demand
Hanks; make another loop aa before or formaldehyde(made frbm wood al
The time must come when tho world
of
No man finds bis work till he lose*
transformed and illumined and floridod In the cultivAtlen
nMxmti** of thia
this haWt
k
•gd carry tbe rope straightbehind tbe cobol). Of these the laat la the only
will acknowlodge International
courtesy.
aae'a aatun. Hark you, 1 am spoakiaf Christian courteay let os abstain from
hlmaelf In It
Sow courteay between nations In chiefly •nlmal and tighten up the loops, one one In which they could find any proof
gf the hifheet kind of courtesy, which is Joining la the work of defamation*Tho
Some churches make very successful
close to tbe elbows, tbe other dose to of Injury cauwd l>y their W*.
Ghrktiancourtesy, gomethinf like it— more fanlto a man haa of kla own tbo made of rhetorical greeting, but as
aa there la a difference of Intereot their the bind flanks. All being ready, in- milk that Is clean and pityeriy cared burial dubs.
more
willing
io
be
to
oocribo
faults
to
•rdiaary politeness— may grow up with
ministersplenipotentiary are ealledhoino,
It takes a great man to escape unha under the direction of intelUfent and others.
for needs flo preservative*,they would
and the guns of the fort* art put in po8 peak Well of One Another.
Watchful pareatefe,but I am not speakrun
no
risk* In an article of food to deserved glory.
teg of that which it merely agreeableWhet a curse of cynics and pessimist* ll tion, and the army and navy get —dy.
largely consumed by young children
Don't try to keep yonr pigs and your
iaaa of coarersatioaand bdiarior. All afflicts our time, afflicts all time! There Why not n courtesybetween nationsthat
and recommend that the addition of pearls together.
will defer to each other end eurrendtr i
tewt aaay be a matter of tuteltfe and dno are those who praise no one until bo is
preservatives or coloring matter to
The most needy man ia always my
auRouadingand show itself in liftingthe dead. Now that he ia clear under ground little rather than have prolonged acrimony, ending in groat slaughter? Boon
milk offered for sale in tbe United nearest neighbor.
teat to pattenby and in a gracefulway and a heavy stone ia on top of him there
ft jftflif about your health and tending Is no possibility of his ever coming up for all nation* of tho earth and tP atyled
Kingdom shall be an offense under the
Looking into life's ledger will lead to
the right kind of acceptance when you again at a rival. Some of the epitaphs of government.What the world wanta
"talc of food and drugs” act They loving thanksgiving.
Is
lest
armament
and
more
courteay,
ten
can go and the right kind of regrets when on tombstones are to fulsome that on reswould have the uae of formaldehyde
' No duty is too small .to embrace tho
jou cannot go and understandingall the urrectionday a man rising may, if he of the apirfe of destructionand mote of
and Its preparations absolutely prohlb
tho
spirit
of
amity.
This
century
haa
laws of preference at tablo and parlor reads the epitaph,for the moment think
KiililiiucMt
principles.
ited, and that salicylic add should uot
door, til of which is well. I am speaking he got into the wrong grave, dpeak well opened with too many armlet in the field
UulincHH
is never under tbe necessity
be used to over the amount of one
Of o principle of courtesy to implanted in one of another,and if yon find yourself and too many men-of-war on the ocean.
BOW TO THROW A BULL.
of advertising Itself.
Before
the
century
do—
may
the
la*t
grain
in
a
pint
or
pound
of
food.
There
oat's nature that his suavity of coarer- in circles disposed to slander and abuse
The true furniture of life is made In
aatkm and manner shall be the outburst be for the time aa dumb aa the apbinx cavalry horse be hitched to the plow aid •tract tbe man who holds the baiter is no evidencethat it Is hurtful in
Of what he feels for the happiness and which, though only a few yards away the last warship become a merchantman. •hank to pull forward, and at the same this small quautity. For butter, the factory of drudgery.
Divine Grace in the Heart.
W«lfate*ef others, a principle that will from the overahadowingpyramid of
time the men who have hold of the cream and margeriue only boric acid
God does not forget to benefit those
work in the next world as well ss in this Egypt, has not with Its lips of stone
If others lack courtesy,that is no realoose end of the rope to pull straight or borate of soda should lie allowed who do not forget His benefits.
and will bo as appropriatein the man- spoken one word in thousands of years.
son why you should lack it Respond to backward,and down the animal goes,
to be used, aud that only to amount of
God’s work will not end in His glory
dons of heaven as in earthly dwelling There are two sides to every man's rudeness by utmost affability.Becanao
generally without a struggle. Keep oue-fourth of one per cent in cream
unless it is begun in His grace.
character—a good side and an evil tide. some one else is a boor it no reason why
fUcea.
the head down nnd the rope firm, and aud one-half of one per cent lu butter.
The good aee only the good and the evil you should be a boor. But how few khow
UndesirablePeople.
God can ahvays grant us our desires
as n rule' the nuiuial lies quietly until
Now, you know as well as I do that only the evil, and the probability is that urbanity when badly treated!Human
when
He has changed our hearts.
Comfort for Swine.
•ome of the most undesirable people have a medium opinion is the right opinion. nature says, "An eye for an eye, a tooth such time it is desired he should get
When
the pulpit is a pedestal for
up,
when
slacken
the
rope
and
up
he
for
a
tooth,
retort
for
retort,
Blander
Most
of
the
people
whom
I
know
are
A
model
sleeping
room
for
swine
may
been seeming incarnationsof courtesy.
In our early American history there arose doing about as well as they can under the for slander,maltreatment for maltreat- gets, none the worse for the casting. be cheaply constructed by using heavy pride it cannot be a pow er for God.
a man of wonderful talent, an impersona- circumstances. When I see people who ment.” But there have been those you
The heaviest bull may be cast in this lumber and covering It with tarred The bars across the heavenly road are
tion of all that can charm drawing rooms are worse than I am, I conclude that If and I have known who amid assault and way, but of course uo one would think paper. The bouse should be set up from as likely to be made of gold as of iron.
and cultivatedcircles.Aged men who I had the same bad influences around me caricatureand injustice have maintained of casting an in-calf cow or heifer the ground the height of a brick laid
Nothing would surprise some people
knew him in their youth have told me all my life that they have had I would the loveliness of blossom week in spring*
either this or any other way.— Ex- flat at each corner and the space be- more than to have their prayers anthat he was the most Irresistibleman probably have been worse than they now time. Nothing but divine grace in th*
tween the corners filled in with boards swered.
they ever met. his voice silvery,his smile are. The work of reform is the most im- heart can keep such equilibrium. 'Diat la change.
to keep out the wind. Tiie floor should
bewitching,his glove immaculate,hia eye portant work, but many of the reformers, not human nature until it is transformed
It will not help to pray for heavenly
K fleets of FreezinsSeeds.
be of plank or cement, and there should
piercing, his high forehead wreathedin dwellingon one evil, see nothing but evil, by supernal influences.To put it on th*
Prof. A. D. Selby of the Ohio station
illuminationafter you have blown out
curls, his attire a fascination. He be- and they get so used to anathema they lowest ground you cannot afford to he rebe some division between the portion
has tested the effects of extreme cold
the caudle of sense.
came Vice-Presidentof the United States forget the usefulnessonce in awhile of a vengeful and malignant.
w’here the animals are to sleep and tbe
upon
certain
seeds,
including
corn,
It makes all the difference in tbe
benediction.
They
get
so
accustomed
to
pud within one vote of being President.
So I applaud Christian courtesy.I
clear space in the house. This division
Men threw away their fortunesto help excoriatingpublic men that they do not would put it upon the throne of every wheat, rye, flax, aunflower, castor need be nothing more than an eight- world whether our religionis an inner
bha ia his political aspirationsand to realise that never since John Hancock in heart in all the world. The beauty of it bean, cucumber, mimosa, yellow lupine,
inch plank set on edge. Plenty of straw force or an outer fashion.
forward him in a conspiracyto overthrow bdldeat chlrography signed the Declara- la that you may extend it to other* and sain Coin and pine. They were taken
thV government of the United States, he tion of Independence,ever since Colum* have just as m«ch of it— yea, more of It right from the temperature of the room should be used for bedding, and when
The Present Endeavor
trying to do in America what Napoleon boa picked up the floating land flowers —left in your own heart and life. It i* and immersed in liquid air, for six, It Is broken up so that it Is too fine for
"Hah!” exclaimed the chieftain of
this purpose it may be scattered over
At that very time was trying to do in that showed him he was coming near like the miracle of the loaves and fishes,
twelve, twenty-fourand forty-eight
the brigands of Bulgaria, as he shaded
Europe— establisha throne for himself. some new country, have there been so which, by being divided, were multiplied
the floor In the clear portion of the
his eyes with his hand and gazed susBut he was immorall and corrupt. He many noble and splendid and Christian until twelve baskets were filledwith the liours for each lot The liquid air rep- house.
resents
a
temperature
equal
to
310
depiciously across the plain. "What is
men
in
high
places
in
this
country
as
was the serpent that wound Its way into
remnants. It is like a torch, with which
that large army of men who rush so
many a domestic paradise. He shot to now. You could go into the President's fifty lamps may be lightedand yet the grees below zero, certainlyan extreme
Handy Feeding Box.
death one of the greatest of Americans— cabinet or the United States Senate or torch remain aa bright as before it lighted teat, for it ia not often that the coldThe feeding box will prevent the madly toward us? Can it be that tbe
AlexanderHamilton. The world found the House of Representativesand find the first lamp.
est portionof the United States reaches greedy or strongerindividuals from soldiers have decided to capture us?”
out* long before he left it that the offend- plenty of men capable of holding an oldThe lieutenanttook a look at the
Bat this grace will not come to its cor- much more than 50 degrees below zero. getting more than their share of food.
er I apeak of was an embodiment of dis- fashionedMethodist prayer meeting,
onal until it reaches the heavenly sphere.
The seeds were germinated by the side Chopped roots, cabbage, etc., are strangers through his field glass and
solutenessand base ambition. He was plenty of Senators and Representatives What a world that must be where selfof lots not subjected to treatment, and placed in the box and by the shape of said:
the best illustrationthat I know of of tho and cabinet officersto start the tune and
ishnessand jealousyand pride and acer- there was no essential differencein the
"No, sir, it is not the soldiers. It is a
tbe backboard kept in motion as tbe
fact that a man may have the appearance kneel with the penitents at the altar. In
bities of temper have never entered and
lot of magazine and newspapef repreproportion
that
germinated.
The
coni
of courtesy while within he is all wrong. all these places there are men who could,
supply at the bottom is eaten through
never will enter! What a realm to live
sentatives coming to secure our own
wifi not of high grade, and the starchy
Absalom, a Bible character, was a spec- without looking at the book, recite the
story of this enterprise.”—Baltimore
pojltjoq
cr&sJseil
badly,
bpt
the
germ
sublime
words,
as
did
Gladstone
during
imen of a man of polish outside and of
American.
did Ml loom to be Affected. The exrottenness inside. Beautiful,brilliant vacationat Hawarden,"I believe in God*
gnd with such wealth of hair that when the Fatiier Almighty, Maker of heaven
|hts of love and exultatloSl {remb cold Seemed to be favorable rathOuida's Eccentricity.
«: was cut in each December as a matter and earth, and in Jesus Christy” agd $om
few
r the victories. Courtesy er &in otherwise to tbe flax and rye.
Ouida, as Mile, de la Ramee prefer!
of pride he had it weighed, and it weigh- the Senate and 'House of Rejireseiffativos
icalSse Ebefo will be no Of course the seeds were properly
to call herself, is now an elderly lady,
ed 200 shekels. He captured all who and the presidential cabinet and from the
dried, that is air dry, before being subbut she still affects the white muslin
came near him. But, oh, whjit a heart surrounding offices and committee rooms,
tated to the test, but with this precau" they could hear, would come mai
many
he had— full of treachery |nd unfilial if
frocks aud pale blue ribbons of a bytlofl tee farmer need not fear Injury
Voices responding,"Ag^fl f^d amen!”
gone era. She is the autocrat queen of
to eeeds from freezingweather. If the
‘‘^YbuPleS^*
_
____ ____ ... A perfect soul in a pdr*
a large circle of admirers at Florence,
Christian CflurteiyL WptcJally com- fecj begven. Ii^ that realm world with- caster bean, native of a tropical cllI like what John Wesley said to a
where she has an ideal home, and an f
man when their carriagesmet on tfle mend to those wH5 have Subordinates. out end It will nefeVbe necessary to re- maU, Oatild endure such cold, our garextraordinary collection of dogs. Ouidn
road. The ruffian,knowing Mr. Wesley Almost every fceflon Khs some one under peat the words of my text words that des beans and pea* should do so, and
does not like England or English life
and disliking him, did not turn out, but him. How do you treat that clerk, that now need oft repetition “Be courteoua.” we see no good reason why squash,
and food, and not infrequentlyat Lonkept the middle of the road. Mr. Wes- servant, that assistant, that employe?
pumpkin and melon seed should not endon dinner tallies has asked for cold
ley cheerfully gave the man all the road, Do you accost him in brusque term* and
dure cold ns well as cucumbers, or
roast beef and beer, that being tbe
Himself riding into the ditch. As they roughly command him to do that which
B
clover, cabbage,turnip and others of
pasted each other the ruffian said, “I yon might kindly ask him to do? The
level, she says, on which she places
the same size as well as lupine and
sever turn out for fools,” and Mr. Wes- last words that the Duke of Wellington
English cookery.
flaxseed.— American Cultivator.
\
ley slid, ”1 always do.” I like the uttered were, "If you please.” That conreproof which a Chinaman in San Fran- queror in what was in some respectsthe
Nature and Art.
Growing Corn.
Vital Varieties.— Many who axe hoscisco gave an American. The American greatest battle ever fought in his last
VEKDDIO BOX.
Senator Bailey, of Texas, has a face
Secretary Wilson said, after returnpushed him off the sidewalk until he fell hours, asked by his servant If he would pitable toward Christianity as a relike a cherub. It is round aud soft
into the mud. The Chinaman on rising take some tea, replied, "If you please,” ligion and lend it the support of their ing from his Inspection of the corn the narrow opening of the front board.
aud full of color. One day in tiie corbegan to brush off the mud and said to his last words an expressionof courtesy. vote aa the very best religion there is crop last fall, that there were many The box is supported on a low, tableridor of the Senate he was approached
Beautiful
characteristic
in
any
class.
The
tile American: “You Christian; me heathAdds injured by the heat withering like structurewith a narrow cleat
CXL Goodby.” A strangerentered a day laborers in Sweden, passing each are not at rest upon a stable basis of the tassds so that they failed fertilize around the edge, to prevent the food by a giggling young woman who
asked rapturously: "Oh, Senator,
dmrch in one of the cities and was al- other, take off their hat* in reverence. belief as to its vital varieties. • • •
the silk; but this was much less no- from falling to the ground. A cover
lowed to stand • long while, although There is no excuse for beoyishnessIn any On what, then, are we to build aa our
where in the world did you get your
then was plenty of room. No one offered circle.Aa complete a getftlemanaa ever deepest foundation stone? While wait- ticeable where there was an abundance should be attached so that the fowls or pretty pink complexion?” Bailey waa
of
organic
or
vegetable
matter
from
sheep can not get at the contents of embarrassedonly for an instant. LookA Atfat The stranger after awhile said to lived was tbe man who was unhetaed on ing for light to let us see dearly what
one of the brethren,"What church is the road to Damascus and beheaded on la worthy of our confidence we hear plowed-under grass roots. Shallow cul the box from the top.
ing her straightin the eye and tapping,
this?” The answer was, “Christ’s church, the road to Ostia— Paul, the apostle.
a call to edme back to Christ— Bov. tfVatingfrequently,so as to maintain a
her lightly on her slightly rouged
What a mighty means of usefulnessia
sir.” "Is. he in?" said the stranger.The
dust
mulch
of
two
or
three
inches
on
Dr. Withrow, Congregationalist,BoaIf Men Only Would.
cheek, he very gravely asked: "Where
officer of the church understoodwhat waa courtesy! The lack of It brings to many
the surface, also seemed
benefit If the young men who are measuring
meant and gave him a «eat We want a dead failure, while before these who ton, Mesa.
where it was practiced,as it prevent- tape and laces would surrender their in the city did you get yours?”
Giving, a Form.— Giving may lose the
more courtesy in the churches, more cour- posaeasit in large quantity all the doors
ed evaporation of moisture below, as worts to the young girls who are seekDo Not Note the Speed.
tesy 'in places of business, more courteay of opportunity are open. You can tell spirit and degenerate into a form, and
also the organic matter helped to re- ing employment and turn their attenIt is one of the peculiarities of travel1
that
urbanity
does
not
come
from
ctudy
in our homes.
•o lose point, purpose and power, betain moisture in the soil. Mnch of tion to the pursuits of agriculture, by balloon that you do uot feel anyBut heart courtesymust precede hand of book* of etiquette, although such books cause It demands
worthy object
And head and foot courtesy. Cultivation have theii uae, but from a mind full of bringing into action the heart that the bottom land is too wet in the there would be less misery and more thing; all is still with you, no matter
spring, causing the corn roots to spread
of it should begin in the father's house. thoughtfulnessfor others and a heart in
contentmentin the land; there would how fast you may be going. You see,
sympathizeswith the need of opportuYou oiften notice that brothers and alstera sympathy with the conditionsof other*.
out too near the surface, and also to be more Independenceand less servil- you are riding with the wind; you move
nity for good, the heed that discrimiare often gruff and snappy and pay things If taps* conditions be prosperous,a gladdry up when the drought came. Such ity; more men and fewer creatures; as fast as it moves; you are part and
And do things that they would not* have net* for the tnccess, or if the conditions nates In tbe pladng, and tbe hand that land should be underdralned, that this
more happy wives with comfortable parcel of it, whether you wish to be or
be
depressing,
a
sorrow
for
the
unfavoradistributesthe gift We have need of
tiie outside world know about Xbf&gh
surplus moisture may be carriedaway, homes, healthful children and cheerful uot It takes you in its embrace so firmthings are sometimes said in households ble circumstances. Ah, tills world needs more appreciation of what our gifts
the ground be ready to work earlier, tempers.— Southern Farm Magazine.
ly yet so softly you do not know it la
which ought never to be laid at all— tea's* lightingup! To thea* of us who are mean, of what responsibilitytheir posthere. You may be in the teeth of a
teg and recriminationand fault finding prospeqius it i* no credit that we are session Imposes upon us, and what re- and the roots to strike down deeper.
Safe Corn Shredder*.
and harsh criticism,which will have their in a state of good cheer, bpt In the lives
hurricane;but you never know it; all ia
sources we may disclose In another.—
How
Mnch
Grain.
Reports of people being injured by calm and placid with you.
•cho thirty and forty and fifty years af- of ninety-nineont ef a hundred there la
The amount of grain fed should vary
Rev. A. Hdtman, Presbyterian, Denterward. Wo nevor get over our first a paths uc side, a taking off, a deficit,an
corn shredders are so frequent that the
with the Individualityof the cows, says
Famous Tower Demolished.
homo, however many homes we may anxiety,a trouble. By a genial look, by ver, Oolo.
demand for a safer machine of this
a kind word, by a helpful action, we may
have Afterward.
A New Idea.— This Idea that Christ Prof. D. H. Otis. A cow giving thirty- kind is growing. Such machines are The famous "Tower of RememHft a little of tiie burden and partly has come to save the world; teat tea five to forty pounds of milk daily will
Cultivate Christian Grace,
now on the market The operator brance,” which was erected at GraveLet «• ell cultivate this grace of Chris- deer the way lor tbe stumbliag foot Oh, mjtedoB la not to gather his elect out need from twelve to fifteen pounds per
stands about eight feet from tbe snap- lotte by the Germans in 1895 at a cost
tin courtesy by Indulging In tiw habit what a Jtetteuaart It la te aay the right of tho world and then burn It up, but day, wbflo a cow giving fifteen to
word
la tee right way At the right time!
ping rolls, and puts the corn on a feed- of more than $200,000,has been blown,
of praise instead of the habit of blame.
twenty pounds of milk will probably
up by the militaryengineers.Originally
Bow
teprehoarible the behavior of to establish tbe kingdom of heaven
er, which carriesIt into the machine.
Then Art evil* in the world that we
Intended as a post of observation over
teooe who pride thsmselve* em the oppo- here, afiothaf it is establishedby mak- not need over six to eight pounds of
Butet denounce, and there are men and
grain. The amount of grain should
Turnip* for Bhcep.
the neighboring country, it was afterwomen who ought to be chastised,but site quality and have * genius for saying ing the law of love the regulativeprin- vary with the yield of milk. Give the
disagreeable things,using sarcasm and ciple of all the business of life, Is pracThe turnip or rye is so watery that ward found that the existenceof suefe
never Set ns allow the opportunityof aprotert not for lawful purposes, but te ticallya new idea. Many, here and cows all the grain they wilt consume at it is not worth intrinsicalyhalf of its
a watch tower was incompatible with,
plauding good deeds pass unimproved.
stihf and humiliate and hurt! "Didn't there, have tentatively held it, and a profit.
approved value in practice. It is a the safety of the new fort outsideMetz,,
The old theory was that you must never
I take him down?” "Didn’t I make him
praise people lest we make them vain.
tonic. It loosens tbe juices of the body. which it completely dominated.
their falteringattempts to live by it
Make the Cow Comfortable.
sriaeo?” "Didn’t I give it to him?” That
No danger of that Before any of us get
A
cow is a great deal like a person. It supplies a lubricant for the bowels.
have. produced what we have bad of
te tee spirit of the devil, while the oppoMany a man puts his best foot forthrough with life we will have enough
the precious fruits of peace and good- She enjoys a good and comfortable Sheep are as hungry for this poor,
ward so far that his other foot become*
mean and Ignoble and depreciatingand site is the spirit of Christ.
will among men.— Rev. Washington place to eat and sleep as well as any watery brouse as they are for salt
Make Others Happy*
discouraged in attempting to catch up
lying thiagi said about us to keep
Gladden, Methodist, Washington,D. <X plan. Do you think that you wquld en when long denied.
Alexander
tbe
Great
wen
tee
love
ef
with it.
hemhla. God approvingly recogel— a
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